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INTRODUCTION

Standard Accounts is a business management software application designed to cover every aspect of your business. Do
your invoicing and bookkeeping, check your business reports and manage your accounting – all in one program. 

In this manual we will describe the three modules that are included in the base package when you frst install Standard
Accounts. All three are in the freemium mode which means that you can try them with all their functionality but only to a
certain degree. After you have created 10 records in the frst register in each module you will not be able to create any more
for the rest of the month. If you want to continue using the module you can always subscribe to the module in the
marketplace.

Installation and Starting of Standard Accounts 

To install Standard Accounts, follow these steps:

1. Locate and purchase Standard Accounts in the Mac App Store.

2. Standard Accounts will be downloaded. Open the .dmg fle and drag the app into your Applications folder.

3. Open Standard Accounts. You will be connected to your new Cloud Company. Once the company is registered
and the cloud set up, the client will be launched and you will see the Navigation Center. 

Starting Standard Accounts for the frst time

When you open the application for the frst time the Navigation Center window will appear. 

Under the header Welcome to Standard Accounts you see the buttons Users and Enter Company Info. You will use these to
set up your user and enter your company information, that will then also appear on Invoices and Receipts. 

Start by pressing the Enter Company Info button.
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Entering Company Information

When you press the button Enter Company Info a window is opened where you can fll in our company information. Please
fll in all necessary information about your company, like name, address, phone, email and registration numbers. This
information will appear on all of your company’s documents like Invoices and Receipts. Take care to fll in all felds correctly. 

Once you have flled in all necessary information, select the Start Company button. Then, all your information will be
transferred into the system. You can see that the company name on top of Standard Accounts now shows the Company
Name you just flled in.

If you already have an existing Cloud Company that you would like to connect to, please select the button Connect to
Company. You can retrieve your server either by entering your Tax Registration Number or Company Name or by searching
for Nearby Servers and selecting your server from the list. Once you’ve chosen the server to connect to, your installation will
be retrieved and you can log in to your existing Cloud Company. 

Once you have chosen one or the other option in the Enter Company Info window, the icon will disappear from your
Navigation Center.

Entering User Information

Next you should set up your user, which you will use to log in to the program. To do so, select the User button from the
Navigation Center. As you can see, a basic user is already set up. 
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Enter your name in the name feld and your email address in the feld Standard ID. Please be careful to insert your valid email
address as you will be sent a mail with a link to verify your email address. If you fail to verify your email address, your
installation will be blocked after 5 days and you can then only access it again after verifying the entered email address. 

The signature of this frst user will automatically be USER1 and cannot be changed. 

When you have flled in Name and Email Address please select Save to save the information. Your user is set up and the
application is now ready for you to start working.
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NAVIGATION CENTER

The Navigation Center is the main tool in Standard Accounts. This is where you can open different registers, settings and
reports. You can open the Navigation Center or bring it to the front at any time by using the keyboard shortcut CMD+M. 

The left-hand part of the Navigation Center contains a number of buttons, divided into three sections, as described below.
Some of these buttons have a keyboard shortcut, as shown below, which you can use at any time. 

Welcome to Standard Accounts:

This section contains the User button that is described above. You can use it to add additional users once you have
subscribed to the Multi User or Multiperson In App.

Company:

The Company section contains two icons, the Switch Module icon and the Marketplace icon.

The Switch Module button opens a list of all available modules where you can select the one to which you would like to
go (for example, you can use this button to change from the Accounts Receivable to the Accounts Payable module).
The name of the module you are currently working in will be visible as part of the header of the next section. Also, the
Register buttons with the + icons in the lower part of the Navigation Center will be changed depending on what
module you are in. You can also change modules using the keyboard shortcut CMD+0 (zero).

In the Marketplace you can subscribe to new modules and functions to enhance the functionality of your Standard
Accounts app according to your needs. 

Below the Company section you can see the Routines section. The name of the module will be displayed as part of the
section heading so that you always know which module is currently chosen. From here you can access all the
reports, settings and registers belonging to the module you chose. Selecting one of these buttons will open a list of
options where you can choose the one you need. The options in the list will vary depending on the current module.
Most of these buttons have a keyboard shortcut, as shown below. 

Reports: Keyboard shortcut: CMD+R 
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Produces reports to screen, printer, fle or other print destination. The reports are described in detail in the 
appropriate sections below. 

Settings: Keyboard shortcut: CMD+S 
Allows you to tailor the operations of each module to your requirements. The settings are described individually in the
appropriate sections below. 

Routines: Allow you to import and export information. 

Registers: Keyboard shortcuts: CMD+1 - CMD+4 (the number depends on the position in the list. For example, for the 
second register use CMD+2)
Separate registers are used for the different types of information stored in and used by the module. 

You can access Registers in several different ways. When you select the Registers icon the full list of registers will be 
displayed. Select a register from the list to open the browse window listing all the records contained in the register. 
From there you can either open an existing record or create a new entry. Using the keyboard shortcuts will also open 
the relevant browse windows.
At the bottom of the Navigation Center you can see icons for every register with a plus sign. Selecting one of these 
will create a new record in the corresponding register.

Online Support: If you select this icon your browser will be opened and you will automatically be redirected to our online
support pages.

Personal Desktop:

The area on the right of the Navigation Center is known as the Personal Desktop. If you have certain records, registers,
or reports that you use often, you can move them to your Personal Desktop for easy access. You can open and run
these from your Navigation Center at any time, without frst having to change module or fnd records, reports or
settings. In other words, you can confgure your Personal Desktop so that it gives you immediate access to the areas
of Standard Accounts that are most important to you. The Personal Desktop is therefore similar to a list of
Bookmarks in a browser. You can place the following items in your Personal Desktop:

Registers, settings, reports, import and export functions: Open the appropriate list window (e.g. the ‘Reports’ list or the
‘Settings’ list) and then drag an item from the list to the Personal Desktop. 

Files: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose ‘Attach File’. A standard ‘Open File’ dialogue window
will open, allowing you to locate the fle you need. 

Notes: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose 'Create Note'. A window will open, where you can
type in your note and enter a Comment (the text that will identify the note in the Shortcuts list). 

Web links: Select the + at the top of the Personal Desktop and choose 'Create Web Link'. A window will open, where
you can type in the name of the web page and URL. Note that you must start the URL with 'http://' or  'https://'.

Archives: If you need to organize items in your Personal Desktop, you can use Archives. Select the + at the top of the
Personal Desktop and choose ‘Create Archive’. The ‘Create Archive’ window opens, where you can give the new
Archive a name. When you select the 'Save' button, the new Archive will appear in the Personal Desktop. Now you
can move the records, reports or other items into the Archive by dragging and dropping onto it. To open the Archive,
select it. 

Another user cannot view the contents of your Personal Desktop. So, if someone else logs in to Standard Accounts on
your machine, your Personal Desktop will disappear, to be replaced with theirs. When you create the frst User
Account in a new database, the Personal Desktop will be activated for that User automatically. 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF WINDOW

There are fve types of windows in Standard Accounts. These are all described below:

Browse Window

Browse windows are used to display lists of records. In a browse window, you can search for a certain record and select a
specifc record for processing.

You can scroll through the list using the scroll bar on the right. You can change the sort order of the list by selecting the
heading of the column you want to sort by, and the list will be re-sorted immediately. If you select the heading a second
time, the sort order will be reversed. 

Record Window

The record window is where you enter or edit information. All data entry is made in windows of this type. A record window
will be opened when you open a specifc record from a browse window, and when you create a new record. The heading
may read 'New', 'Inspect', 'Update' or 'Deleting', depending on the circumstance. 

New: You are creating a new record and this record has not been saved yet 

Inspect: The record is saved

Update: You have changed a previously saved record, but you have not saved the changes yet

Deleting: The record is in the process of being deleted
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All record windows also feature some useful icons which we will now describe. 

Operations menu: This icon will open a menu offering you various options you can use when working with the record
being displayed in the window. The options on the menu will vary, depending on the type of record you are working
on. 

Print: To print the current record, select the Printer button. If you would like to see a preview of how the printed
document would look, press the Print Preview button. 

Create: Select this button to access a menu displaying the options you have for creating new records from the opened
record. The options will vary depending on the record that is opened, but you will always be able to create a new
record and to duplicate the opened record. If you duplicate the opened record a copy of it will be created. 

Cancel: Select this button to cancel editing the record. All changes will be undone and the record will be closed. 

Save: This button saves all changes to the current record. 
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Link Manager: Behind this icon you can fnd a list of records that have been attached to the record you are looking at.
To attach a record, open the Link Manager and the browse window containing the other record and  drag the record
from the browse window to the Link Manager.

Document Manager: Behind this icon you can fnd a list of external fles, such as scans, pictures, or documents, that
have been attached to the record you are looking at. To attach a fle, open the Document Manager and use the
functions on the Operations menu.

Deleting Records

To delete a record, open it in a record window and select the Record option in the top menu. Choose 'Delete' from the list.
You cannot delete a record that has been used by other transactions, such as an Item that has been used in an Invoice.
Instead, you have other options to make the record unusable, such as closing the Item.

Paste Special

You can use the 'Paste Special' feature in many felds to bring information into a record from another register or setting. For
example, when you enter an Invoice, you can use the 'Paste Special' feature to choose a Customer or Payment Term. The
following example shows how this feature works, pasting a Customer into an Invoice:

When in the Customer feld, start typing the Customer's number or name. After a moment or two, the 'Paste Special'
window will open. If you need it to open immediately, press CMD+Enter on your keyboard. When the 'Paste Special' window
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opens, select the Customer you would like to use in the Invoice and it will be pasted automatically into the feld in the Invoice.
You can also create new or duplicate entries directly from the 'Paste Special' window.

List Window

The list window is used whenever it is necessary to choose from a list of options, usually after accessing the 'Registers',
'Reports', 'Settings' and 'Imports' functions. You can scroll the list and select your choice from it.

Specifcation Window

Specifcation windows allow you to specify the contents of a report. A specifcation window will usually appear after you have
selected an option in the 'Reports' list window. Once you have entered the report criteria, select 'Run' to produce the report.

Report Window

Report windows are used to display the reports you print to the screen.
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The Report Header shows the name of the report and the selection on which it is based. This is important information, since
all reports can be produced using different selections. Below this the report itself is displayed.

Since each report is shown in its own window, several reports can be run on the screen at the same time. This gives
Standard Accounts an unmatched reporting power. Standard Accounts can easily give you information that can only be
obtained after some complicated maneuvering in other accounting systems.

There is no limit to the number of reports that can be shown simultaneously on the screen, and reports from different
modules may be mixed freely. Since the windows are completely independent, report windows can be mixed with data entry
windows and lists from different parts of the system.

You can often drill down from reports to open other reports or individual records. To drill down, select any text in the report
that is underlined.

After printing a report to screen, you can send it to a printer or to a fle by selecting the Printer icon at the top of the report
window.
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SETTINGS AND REGISTERS TO CONSIDER ON INITIAL SET-UP

Before you start working with Standard Accounts you should enter some set-up information in the settings and registers that
we will describe in this chapter.

Company Info

Before you start working with Standard Accounts you need to enter information about your company, including address,
bank details and company and tax registration numbers so that they can be printed on documents including Invoices. Follow
these steps:

Go to the System module. Then select the Settings button in the Navigation Center and select ‘Company Info’ from the list.

Enter your company address and other information as appropriate. Make sure that everything is correct, as this information
will be printed on your documents (e.g. the Invoices that you send to your Customers). Save the details in the Company Info
setting by pressing the 'Save' button. The window will be closed.

Persons

This register holds information about Persons, i.e. employees. 

To access the Person register go to the System module and select the Registers icon in the Navigation Center. Open
Persons from the list.

Please beware that you can only add new Persons if you are subscribing to the Multiperson functionality. Subscribing to this
In App will enable the Create button in the Person:Browse window. If you do not only want several users to be able to log in
one at a time but would even like them to log in at the same time from their own machines, please subscribe to the Multi
User functionality in addition. 

To enter a new record, select the Create button and choose 'New Person' from the list. Alternatively, highlight a Person
similar to the one you want to enter in the 'Persons: Browse' list and choose 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. You can also
select the 'New Person' button in the Navigation Center.

The 'Person: New' window will be opened, empty if you selected 'New' or containing a duplicate of the highlighted Person.
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Type in the person's Name in the Name feld. 

Standard ID: Enter the person's email address 

Signature: Enter the Person's initials to identify the Person from elsewhere in the system. 

Phone: Enter the person's phone number.

If the person leaves the company or doesn't work with Standard Accounts anymore you can tick the ' Closed' check
box and the person will not be able to log in anymore.

You should also give that Person a password. Go back to the 'Persons: Browse' window, highlight the new Person and
choose 'Change Password' from the Operations menu. Enter the new password and select 'Save'. 

If you need the new Person to be able to use the Personal Desktop in the Navigation Center, highlight their name in the
'Persons: Browse' window again and choose 'Activate Personal Desktop' from the Operations menu.

Reporting Periods

This setting allows you to name and defne time periods that you will commonly use when producing reports. When you use
'Paste Special' from the 'Period' feld in any report specifcation window, you will be shown a list of the Report Periods that
you have defned in this setting. For example, if you will need to produce monthly reports you should defne each month as a
separate period in this setting. 

To set up Reporting periods, follow these steps:

Go to the System module and open Settings from the Navigation Center. Then, select 'Reporting Periods' from the list.

Specify relevant periods by entering dates in 'From' and 'To' columns. (e.g. From 01/01/2015 and To 01/31/2015 if you
want to have a reporting period for January 2015, or From 01/01/2015 and To 12/31/2015 for the full year 2015.). Assign
each reporting period a code (e.g. 2015), and a comment (e.g. Year 2015).

To enter a new Reporting Period, simply select the frst blank line and enter details as appropriate. 
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When you have entered the relevant reporting periods select the Save button to save changes and close the window.

Note that the Reporting Period in the frst row of this setting will be offered as a default wherever a Reporting Period is
required. You might therefore like to change the frst row from time to time so that a useful option is always offered as a
default. Further, once you have memorized them, you can use the Codes as a fast way of choosing Report Periods. Simply
type a Code in the Period feld of a report specifcation window and the correct period will be shown.

Codes such as '1', '2' and so on are very useful for representing the months of the year (and 'Q1', 'Q2', etc. for the
quarters), it can be useful to change the periods associated with these Codes annually.

To delete a row that is no longer useful, just highlight the whole row by highlighting the row number and press the
backspace key.
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ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

In this chapter we will describe every register, every setting and every report available in the Accounts Receivable module in
Standard Accounts.

Registers

Invoices

The Invoice register is a record of your company’s sales. Each time you make a sale, you should enter an Invoice, print it and
send it to the Customer. Therefore, you will use the Invoice register for a number of tasks.

– The printed Invoice sent to the Customer acts as a demand for payment;

– Unpaid Invoices in the register provide the basis for your debt chasing reports; 

– Each Invoice causes a General Ledger Transaction to be created, thus generating the turnover and debtor fgures
for your monthly and yearly management reports. This creation process is automatic, requiring no intervention or
work from you.

You can record three types of sales transaction in the Invoice register.

1. You will issue Standard Invoices, or demands for payment, when you have delivered goods or carried out work
before you have received payment. You should record payments against such Invoices in the Receipt register,
described below.

2. You will issue a Cash Note when you receive payment at the same time as carrying out the work. When you enter
a Cash Note in the Invoice register, Standard Accounts will treat it as having being paid, so there will be no need to
enter a separate payment record in the Receipt register. Standard Accounts will also look after the General Ledger
implications for you (debiting the Cash Account rather than the Debtor Account).

3. You should use Credit Memos to correct mistakes in Invoices, or to cancel Invoices that have been raised in error.
They are, in effect, negative Invoices that reduce your turnover and debtor fgures. Again, Standard Accounts looks
after these General Ledger implications automatically.

To open the Invoice register, select the 'Registers' button in the Navigation Center and open Invoices from the list . The
‘Invoices: Browse’ window will be opened, showing Invoices already entered.

Invoices are numbered consecutively and the Invoice Number is usually generated by the system. The Invoice Number is
followed by a tick (if the Invoice is approved), by the Invoice Date, Customer Number and Name and the total amount of the
Invoice. Credit Memos have the letter “C” after the total.

Entering an Invoice
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To enter a new Invoice, frst open the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window as described above. Then, select the Create menu and
choose 'New'. Alternatively, highlight an Invoice similar to the one you want to enter, select the Create menu and choose
'Duplicate'. If you don't want to open the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window, you can also select the 'New Invoice' button in the
Navigation Center.

The ‘Invoice: New’ window will be opened, empty if you selected 'New' or containing a duplicate of the highlighted Invoice.
In the case of the duplicate, the Invoice and Transaction Dates of the new Invoice will be the current date, not the date of the
duplicated Invoice, and the Due Date will be recalculated accordingly. Complete the Invoice record as described below, then
save it using the 'Save' button.

Note that you are not bound by the values suggested as defaults by Standard Accounts. In most felds you can change the
pre-set values according to your needs. Changes that you make here will only be in the Invoice you are working with.

Since the amount of information stored about each Invoice will not ft on a single screen, the Invoice window has been
divided into three tiles. At the top of each is the header. This contains the Invoice Number, the Customer Number and
Name. At the bottom of the screen is the footer, which contains various totals. Also, there are three named tabs in the
header, marked 'Terms', 'Items' and 'Billing':

By selecting the tabs you are able to navigate between the tiles. The header is always visible, as a reminder of the Customer
whose Invoice you are working with.

Header

No.: The Invoice Number of a new Invoice is provided automatically by Standard Accounts, following on from the
Number of the last Invoice entered. Usually the Invoice Number will be provided when you frst save the Invoice.

When you start using Standard Accounts, the Invoice Number sequence will start at 1 and continue consecutively. If you
want the sequence to start from another number, enter that Number in the frst Invoice yourself. Standard Accounts
will then continue the sequence from there. You can then change the Number of any subsequent Invoice if you want
to use another number sequence. Note that you must change the Invoice Number before you save the Invoice, you
cannot change it afterwards.
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Customer: Enter the Customer Number or use ‘Paste Special’. When you press Return, the Customer’s name, address
and other information will be entered into the appropriate felds.

Name: The Customer Name is entered automatically after you have entered the Customer Number.

Post: You can approve the Invoice by checking this box and saving. This will cause the Invoice to be posted to your
Accounts Receivable. A corresponding General Ledger Transaction will also be created in the Transaction register.
Because of this consequence, you will no longer be able to make changes to the Invoice.

Terms Tile

Invoice Date: The current date according to the computer’s clock will be entered as a default. 

Payment Terms: The default will be taken from the Contact (Sales Pay. Terms feld). 

Payment Terms entered will be used to calculate the Due Date (below), in addition to simply ensuring that the correct
Payment Terms appear on the printed Invoice document.

Specifying Payment Terms for each Invoice provides the basis for the debt-chasing reports provided in Standard
Accounts.

Payment Terms are also the means by which Cash Notes and Credit Memos are distinguished from ordinary Invoices.
Using ‘Paste Special’, select a Payment Term record of the 'Cash' or 'Credit Memo' type. When you approve and
save the Invoice, the appropriate General Ledger Transaction will be created. In the case of Cash Notes, this will
debit the Cash Account (as specifed in the Payment Term record) rather than the Debtor Account. In the case of
Credit Memos, the Transaction will be a reversal of the original Invoice Transaction.

Cash Notes are immediately treated as paid, therefore, they will not appear in your debtor reports. There is no need to
enter a payment against them.

When you select a Payment Term of the 'Credit Memo' type, a crediting message will be entered in the frst row of the
grid area. Enter the number of the Invoice to be credited, using ‘Paste Special' to bring up a list of open (unpaid)
Invoices.

Due Date: This will be calculated by Standard Accounts, using the Invoice Date and the Payment Terms. It is the
date on which the Invoice becomes due for payment.

You can change the Due Date after you have approved the Invoice. This will be useful if you agree with the Customer
that they will pay the Invoice on a particular date.

Items Tile

Use the Items tile to list the Items that the Customer has purchased.

Item: Enter the Item Number for each Item sold. Pricing, description and other information will be brought in from the
Item record. If you leave this feld blank, you can enter any text in the Description feld.

Qty.: Enter the number of units sold. Press Return to calculate the Sum and the cursor will move to the Item feld on the
next row.

Description: This feld shows the name of the Item, brought in from the Item register. If you want to add an extra
description, you can do so. There is room for up to 100 characters of text. You can also use the following lines if
necessary.

Unit Price: The Unit Price of the item is brought in. This fgure will include Tax if you have specifed in the Accounts
Usage A/R setting that Prices include Tax.

%: Discount percentage. You can enter a value here and it will be calculated automatically in the row total.

Sum: The total for the row. This is the quantity multiplied by the Unit Price, less Discount. Changing this fgure will cause
the Discount Percentage to be re-calculated. This fgure will include Tax if you have specifed in the Accounts Usage
A/R setting that Prices include Tax.

T-cd: The Tax Template entered here determines the rate at which Tax will be charged on this Item and the Tax Account
to be credited. A default is offered, taken from the Item record. If no Tax Code is specifed, the default is taken from
the Accounts Usage A/R setting. You can change this default in the Invoice row if necessary. If you need to see how
tax has been calculated in a row, select any feld in the row, open the Operations menu and choose 'Open Tax
Matrix'. To see how tax has been calculated on the Invoice as a whole, select a feld outside the Items tile and
choose 'Open Tax Matrix'.
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Footer

The Invoice Footer contains three running totals as described below. Whenever you add or change an Invoice row, these
totals will be updated.

Tax: The total tax for the Invoice.

Sub-Total: The total for the Invoice, excluding Tax.

TOTAL: The total for the Invoice, including Tax.

Billing Tile

Address: Default taken from Contact card.

The Customer’s address, as entered in the Customer’s record in the Contact register. If you need to change something
for this Invoice only, you can do so. Permanent changes should be made in the Contact register.

When you have added every Item to the Invoice, you may want to check the Invoice. Select the 'Save' button to save it. You
will still be able to make changes until you approve the Invoice by pressing Post. Approving the Invoice will cause it to be
entered to Accounts Receivable. A General Ledger Transaction for the Invoice will be created, and it will no longer be
modifable.

Inspecting and Approving Invoices

Before you send an Invoice to a Customer, you should check and approve it to ensure that the Customer is charged for the
correct things. Approving an Invoice will cause it to be inserted into your Accounts Receivable. Incoming payments can only
be registered against approved Invoices.

When you approve and save an Invoice, a transaction will be created and automatically transferred to the General Ledger.
This transaction will be assigned a journal number that is the same as the Invoice Number. 

There are two ways to approve an Invoice:

1. With the Invoice on screen, select the Post button.

2. Highlight an Invoice in the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window, open the Operations menu and select 'OK'. The Invoice will
be approved and a tick will appear in the OK column of the highlighted Invoice. By holding down the Shift key, you
can highlight a batch of Invoices to approve simultaneously, using this method.

Note that after approving an Invoice, you will no longer be able to change it.

Printing Invoices 

Once you have approved an Invoice and want to send it to a customer, you can print it by selecting the Printer icon in the
top menu. To preview the print-out on screen, select the Print Preview button. All the information in the Invoice record as
well as the details you entered in the Company Info setting (e.g. your company name, address and contact details) will be
printed on the Invoice.

If you are subscribing to the Forms function you can also change the layout of the form according to your needs and
corporate design specifcations. For example, you can include your own logo, move or resize objects on the page, set the
font and font size, and add or remove objects. 

Checking the Invoice Status

If you need to check the status of an Invoice (i.e. to check whether it has been paid), you can do so in one of two ways:

1. With the Invoice on screen, open the Operations menu and select 'Invoice Status'.

2. Highlight an Invoice in the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window, open the Operations menu and select 'Invoice Status'. 

In both cases, a report will be printed to screen. At the top of the report the payment history of the Invoice will be shown
together with the amount that is currently outstanding.  

Cash Notes 

A Cash Note is an Invoice that is to be treated as being paid. It differs from a normal Invoice in that it does not affect your
Debtor Account or appear in any of your debt-chasing reports: instead, a debit posting for the Invoice value will be made
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directly to your Cash Account. 

To enter a Cash Note, follow the procedure described above for entering Invoices, with just one exception: change the
Payment Terms (using the ‘Paste Special' feature if necessary) to refer to a Payment Term record of the Type 'Cash'. You
can register such a Payment Term against Customers that are always issued with Cash Notes, so that you don't have to
make this change every time.

Select the Post button when you are sure the Cash Note is correct. As with ordinary Invoices, you must approve Cash Notes
by pressing the Post button, for them to be posted to your Accounts Receivable and for General Ledger Transactions to be
created.

Credit Memos

If you want to credit an Invoice that you have issued, the recommended method is to open the ‘Invoices: Browse’ window
and fnd the Invoice to be credited in the list. Open the Invoice in a record window, open the Create menu and select 'Credit
Memo'. A new Credit Memo will be created, with everything mentioned in the next paragraph flled in for you.

As alternatives, you can also create the Credit Memo from scratch by opening the Create menu and selecting 'New'. You
can also fnd the Invoice to be credited in the list, highlight it and choose 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. The ‘Invoice:
New’ window will be opened. Enter the Invoice in the normal way, but change the Payment Terms to refer to a Payment
Term record of the Type 'Credit Memo'. The phrase 'Credit of Invoice' will be placed in the frst row of the grid on the ‘Items’
tile, pushing any existing rows down. In the feld to the right of this phrase, enter the number of the Invoice to be credited,
using ‘Paste Special’ if necessary to bring up a list of open (unpaid) Invoices. On the remaining lines you can enter the items
to credit, and by what amount. 

Select the Post button when you are sure the Credit Memo is correct. As with ordinary Invoices, you must approve Credit
Memos for them to be entered into your Accounts Receivable and for General Ledger Transactions to be created.

Crediting Part of an Invoice

To credit part of an Invoice, create a Credit Memo as described above. Then, simply remove all the rows you do not want to
credit. Select the row number to the left to highlight the whole row and then press the backspace key. You will then be left
with the rows to be credited.

In the case of individual rows requiring a partial credit, simply change the Qty feld so that it contains the quantity to be
credited.

Select the Post button when you are sure the Credit Memo is correct.

Correcting Approved and Unapproved Invoices

Unapproved Invoices

If you need to correct an Invoice that has not yet been approved (i.e, you have not yet posted it and no General Ledger
transaction has been created), you can simply open the Invoice and make appropriate corrections.

Approved Invoices

To correct an Invoice that has already been approved, you will need to create a Credit Memo to reverse the Invoice.
Subsequently, you can create a new Invoice with the correct details. For an explanation about how to create a Credit Memo,
see the section above entitled Credit Memos.

Receipts

The Receipt register is where you should record the payments you receive from your Customers. The fling in of incoming
payments in the Receipts register is just as important as the invoicing itself. By keeping the Invoice and Receipt registers up
to date, you can operate an effcient debt-collecting system.

Entering a Receipt

To open the Receipt register, make sure you are in the Accounts Receivable module and open Registers from the Navigation
Center. Then select Receipts from the list. The ‘Receipts: Browse’ window will be opened, showing  Receipts already
entered.
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Receipts are numbered consecutively. In the list, the Receipt Number is followed by a tick if a Receipt has been approved,
the Date, a Comment and the total value of the Receipt.

To enter a new Receipt, open the Create menu and choose 'New'. Alternatively, highlight a Receipt similar to the one you
want to enter, open the Create menu and choose 'Duplicate'. If you don't want to open the ‘Receipts: Browse’ window, you
can also select the 'New Receipt' button in the Navigation Center.

The ‘Receipt: New’ window will be opened, empty if you created a new Receipt or containing a duplicate of the highlighted
Receipt. In the case of the duplicate, the Transaction Date of the new Receipt will be the current date, not the date of the
duplicated Receipt. Complete the Receipt record as described below, then save it using the 'Save' button. 

No.: The Serial Number of a new Receipt is provided automatically by Standard Accounts, following on from the Number
of the last Receipt entered. Usually the Receipt Number will be provided when you frst save the Receipt.

When you start using Standard Accounts, the Receipt Number sequence will start at 1 and continue consecutively. If you
want the sequence to start from another number, enter that Number in the frst Receipt before saving. Standard
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Accounts will then continue the sequence from there. You can then change the Number of any subsequent Receipt if
you want to use another number sequence. Note that you must change the Receipt Number before you save the
Receipt. You cannot change it afterwards.

Trans. Date: The Transaction Date for the Receipt: the date when the Receipt is posted to your General Ledger.

Payment Mode: The Payment Mode is the method of payment (e.g. check, credit card or cash). It determines the
General Ledger Account that will be debited by the Receipt. 

You can enter payments from different Customers against different Invoices in a single Receipt. However, you cannot
enter payments with different Payment Modes.

The frst record listed in the Payment Modes setting will be offered as a default. You can change if need be.

Comment: This text is taken from the Payment Modes setting. You can change it if necessary.

OK: You can approve a Receipt by checking this box. When you select 'Save', the Bank Account specifed for the
Payment Mode will be debited and the Debtor Control Account of the Invoice(s) being paid will be credited. No
further modifcations to the Receipt will be possible.

References in this manual to approved Receipts are to Receipts whose OK box has been checked (i.e. an approved
Receipt is one that is no longer a Draft).

Use the grid area that takes up most of the screen to list the Invoices being paid by the Receipt. You can receive payment
against several Invoices in a single Receipt record, but all payments on a single Receipt must use the same Payment Mode.
The Payment Mode refects not only the payment method (i.e. check, cash or credit card) but also the Bank Account
debited. So, you can record every payment received in a single day and paid into a particular Bank Account using a single
Receipt record.

Each record in the Receipt register will generate a single General Ledger Transaction, with a bank or another institution as a
debit Account (taken from the Payment Mode).

Invoice No.: The number of the Invoice being paid. When you enter an Invoice Number, the Open Invoice Value (the
amount outstanding) will be brought in. This fgure will also be brought in to the Received Value feld as a default.
Note that when you use ‘Paste Special’, only unpaid Invoices will appear in the selection list. However, Invoices
against which you have entered an unapproved Receipt are treated as unpaid and thus will be listed. Sorting the
‘Paste Special’ selection by Customer will allow you quickly to fnd the Invoice that is being paid.

Customer: Entered by Standard Accounts automatically when you enter an Invoice Number. 

Text: Standard Accounts will enter the Customer’s Name, as entered in the Contact record for the Customer. You may
change this if need be.

Open Inv. Value: The outstanding amount of the Invoice being paid. This value cannot be changed.

Invoice Value: The value of the Invoice will automatically be inserted but can be changed manually.

Received Val: The amount paid by the Customer. You can change the default fgure in the event of partial payments
or overpayments.

Footer

Deposited: The sum of the Received Values: the total for this Receipt.

Writing of an Invoice as a bad debt

If you want to write off all or part of the outstanding amount on an invoice, you can use the Write off function, which you can
fnd on the Row menu of the Receipt record. 

First, specify the Invoice to be written of in a new Receipt row and change the Received Value to zero. If you need to
record a partial payment and wish to write of the remainder, change the Received Value to the value of the partial
payment. Move the insertion point out of the Received Value feld, but make sure it remains in the same row, then select
the row number with the right button of the mouse. The row menu will open showing the option to “Add Write of”.
Choose this option. A new row will be added to the Receipt, containing the phrase "Writeof". The Received Value feld
in this new row will be set to the remaining outstanding amount (i.e. the amount that is to be written of). You can
change this fgure if you do not want to write of the entire outstanding amount. Approve and save the Receipt in the
usual way. When the General Ledger Transaction is created, the Write Of Account specifed in the Account Usage A/R
setting will be debited.
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Checking and Approving Receipts

There are two ways to approve a Receipt:

1. Tick the OK check box of the Receipt on screen and then save it.

2. Highlight a Receipt in the ‘Receipts: Browse’ window, open the Operations menu and select 'OK'. The Receipt will
be approved and a tick will appear in the OK column. By holding down the Shift key you can highlight a batch of
Receipts to approve at a single stroke using this method.

Approving a Receipt causes it to be entered into your Accounts Receivable. Except when expressly instructed otherwise,
only approved Receipts will be shown in reports. Just as with Invoices, a General Ledger Transaction will be generated and
passed to the General Ledger when you approve the Receipt.

Note that after approving a Receipt, you cannot change it anymore.

Correcting Mistakes in Receipts

Once you have approved a Receipt, you cannot change it, but you can correct mistakes easily using the following
procedure. It is important that you follow this procedure to ensure the Customer's payment history remains correct.

1. In the ‘Receipts: Browse’ window, highlight the Receipt containing the error.

2. Open the Create menu and select 'Duplicate' from the list. A new Receipt record is created, containing the details
of that copied.

3. Insert a minus sign in front of the Received Value, ensuring the Received Value fgure itself remains unchanged.

4. Select the OK check box and save the Receipt.

5. Enter a new, correct Receipt.

Contacts

The Contact register is where you store the details of your Customers and Vendors.

To work with Contacts, open the Contact register by selecting the 'Registers' button in the Navigation Center and opening
Contacts from the list. The ‘Contacts: Browse’ window will be opened, showing a list of Contacts already entered. To create
a new Contact, either select the Create menu in the 'Contacts: Browse 'window and choose 'New' from the list or select the
'New Contact' button in the Navigation Center. Alternatively, highlight a Contact similar to the one you want to enter in the
'Contacts: Browse' window and choose the 'Duplicate' option from the Create menu.

The ‘Contact: New’ window will open. It will be empty if you selected 'New' or it may contain a duplicate of the highlighted
record.
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Header

You can navigate between the tiles by selecting them. The header is always visible, as  a reminder of the Contact you are
working with.

No.: Enter the unique code you are assigning to the Contact. This is the means by which this Contact will be identifed
elsewhere in Standard Accounts. The feld holds up to 20 letters and/or numbers. If you do not enter a Contact
Number yourself, a number will be assigned automatically when you save the record, based on the Contact Number
of the previous record entered. Once you have saved the record, you cannot change the Contact Number.

Name: Enter the Name of the Contact. 

Customer/Vendor check boxes: Mark the Contact as a Customer or Vendor, or both if necessary, using the check
boxes at the top of the window. Marking the Contact as a Customer or Vendor does not necessarily mean they have
purchased goods or services from your business, or sold goods or services to you. The company can also be a
potential Customer or Vendor to your business. If you have marked a Contact as a Customer only, you will be able to
use it in Invoices and Receipts, but not in any purchase registers. Similarly, if you have marked it as a Vendor only,
you will be able to use it in Payables and Payments, but not in any sales registers.

Once you have marked a company as a Customer and you have issued at least one Invoice to that company, you will
not be able to remove the tick from the Customer box. Similarly, if you have marked a company as a Vendor and you
have received at least one Payable from that company, you will not be able to remove the tick from the Vendor box.

Contact Tile

Address: Enter the address to which Invoices, statements and Payments are to be sent.

Telephone, Cell, Fax, E-mail, Skype Name: Enter the Contact’s main telephone, cell phone and fax numbers, email
address and Skype name here. 

Web Site: If the Contact has a website, enter its address (URL) here.

Reg No.: If the Contact has a Company Registration Number, enter it here.

Terms Tile

Sales Pay. Terms: This Payment Term will be used as a default in Invoices.

Sales Tax Temp. This Tax Template will be used as a default in Invoices.

Purch. Pay. Terms: This Payment Term will be used as a default in Payables.

Purch Tax Temp.: This Tax Template will be used as a default in Payables.

Closed: If you no longer sell to the Customer or buy from the Vendor, you can mark the Contact as 'Closed' and it
will no longer appear in the 'Paste Special' window when raising new Invoices and Payables. You will still be
able to run reports on the Customer's sales statistics.

Type: Here you can specify whether the Contact is a company or an individual. 

Accounts Tile
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Here you can enter information about the Contact's bank account. 

If the Contact is a Vendor, fll in the Creditor A/C feld if you need Payables received from them to be posted to a dedicated
Creditor Account. If you leave this feld blank, Payables will be posted to the general Creditor Account specifed in the
Account Usage A/P setting. If you specify a Cost A/C, this Account will be offered as the default Account whenever you
enter a Payable received from the Vendor. This can be useful in the cases of specialist Vendors and of Vendors of services
such as rent, electricity or telecommunications services, whose Payables are usually debited to the same Account.

Items

The Item register contains information about the products and services that you sell.

Before working with Items, you should also look at the Account register and Tax Codes setting, both of which are in the
General Ledger module.

To work with Items, frst ensure you are in the Accounts Receivable module. Then, open the Item register by selecting the
'Registers' button in the Navigation Centre and choosing Items from the list. The ‘Items: Browse' window will be opened,
showing a list of Items already entered. To create a new Item, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. Alternatively,
highlight an Item similar to the one you want to enter and select 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. If you don't want to open
the ‘Items: Browse’ window, you can also select the 'New Item' button in the Navigation Center.

The ‘Item: New’ window will open, empty if you selected 'New' or containing a duplicate of the highlighted record.
Complete the Item record, then save it using the 'Save' button.

The Item window contains the following felds:

No.: Enter the unique Identifcation code you are assigning to the Item. This will identify the Item when including it in
Invoices. The feld holds up to 20 characters. Once you have saved the record, you cannot change the Item Number.

Name: Enter the name of the item here.

Unit: Specify the quantity that the Price refers to here. In most cases, this will be a single item, but otherwise it may be a
pair or a dozen.

Price: Enter the normal sales price for the Item here.
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Cost Price: Enter the item's cost price here.

Sales A/C: Enter an account here, to be used as the credit account when selling the Item in Invoices.

Cost A/C: Enter an account here that is to be used as a default Cost account for the item. 

Tax Temp.: When entering Invoices and including this Item, the Tax Template entered will be offered as a default,
instead of the Tax Template specifed in the Account Usage A/R setting. This Template will determine the rate at
which Tax will be calculated, and the Account to be credited with the Sales Tax amount.

Add picture: By selecting this picture you can use your computers' camera to take a picture of the item you are selling
or upload a saved picture from your fles.

Settings 

Account Usage A/R

Use the Account Usage A/R setting to specify the default Accounts and Tax Codes for use in your Accounts Receivable
transactions (i.e. Invoices and Receipts). These defaults will be used in the absence of Accounts or Tax Codes being
specifed elsewhere (for example, for the Items or Customers used in the transactions).You can access this setting by frst
ensuring you are in the Accounts Receivable module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in the Navigation Center and
choosing Account Usage A/R from the list. 

Debtors: When an Invoice is approved (i.e. posted to the General Ledger), its value including Tax will be debited to
a Debtor Account. When you enter a Receipt, its value will be credited to the same Account. This Account
t h e r e f o r e s h o w s h o w m u c h y o u r c o m p a n y i s o w e d a t a p a r t i c u l a r t i m e .
Enter here the Account Code of the Account that you wish to be used as your Debtor Account. 

Cash: The Account entered here will be debited instead of the Debtor Account whenever a cash sale (Cash Note) is
approved. The Account specifed here will not be used if you have specifed a separate Cash Account in the
Payment Term used in the Cash Note.

Round Of: The total amount of each Invoice will be rounded up or down according to rounding rules. When Invoices
are approved, the amount lost or gained by this rounding process will be posted to the Account specifed here. This
Account can only be defned in the Account Usage A/R setting and is therefore used in Transactions generated from
Accounts Payable as well.

Write Of: If you need to write off an Invoice as a bad debt, its value will be debited to the Account that you specify here.
To write off an Invoice, create a new Receipt and use the ‘Add Write-off’ function on the Row menu.

Sales: A Sales Account will be credited whenever you sell an Item, allowing you to record the levels of sales of different
types of Items in the Nominal Ledger. If you have not specifed a Sales Account in an Item record, the Account that
you specify here will be used. 

Tax Temp.: Specify here the default Tax Template to be used when no other is specifed.

Base Price: Use these options to specify whether the Base Prices in the Item records are to include Tax.

You can also decide whether tax should be posted from Receipts.

When you have edited the setting press the 'Save' button to save and close the window.
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Payment Gateways

To be able to accept Credit cards in your business, you need to set up a payment gateway for them in the Payment
Gateway setting. 

You should enter one Payment Gateway per Merchant ID, i.e. per payment option. Available Merchant IDs are Stripe and
Authorize.net.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the Accounts Receivable module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in
the Navigation Center and choosing Payment Gateways from the list. 

Code: Enter a unique code by which the Payment Gateway is to be identi fied from elsewhere in Standard Accounts.

Comment: The comment entered here should be a brief description of the Payment Gateway.

Account No.:  You will  receive the account number from the merchant (in the case of Authorize.net it is their API
Login ID).

Merchant ID: Use this field to specify the Merchant i.e. the payment option. Select Stripe or Authorize.Net, from the
'Paste Special' List.

Key: You  will  receive  the  key  from  the  chosen  merchant.  Stripe  uses  their  API  keys,  Authorize.net  uses  its
Transaction Key.

Options: The following options defne what sort of information will be sent with the credit card payment:

Send Invoice address: The invoice address will be submitted.

Send Delivery address: The delivery address will be submitted.

Send Invoice information: All invoice information such as invoice number and invoice description (such as original or
credit memo) will be submitted.

Send Data for Corporate cards: The Customer order numbers from each invoice will be submitted as well as an
indication if tax was calculated or not and if yes what the tax amount is and freight and duty amounts.

Payment Modes

Payment Modes represent the different methods by which your Invoices will be paid by your Customers (and by which you
will pay your Vendors). Typical examples are cash, cheque, direct debit and credit card. If you have more than one bank
account, you should have separate Payment Modes for each one, so that Receipts and Payments can be accounted for
correctly.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the Accounts Receivable module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in
the Navigation Center and choosing Payment Modes from the list. 
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You can enter many different Payment Modes, using the matrix on the 'Payment Modes' screen. To add a Payment Mode,
select the Code feld in the frst blank row and enter appropriate text. To remove a Payment Mode, select the row number on
the left of the row and press the Backspace key.

Code: Enter a unique code by which each Payment Mode is to be identifed from elsewhere in Standard Accounts.

Account: Specify here the cash, bank or other Account to be debited by any Receipt and credited by any Payment
using each Payment Mode.

Comment: The comments entered here should be brief descriptions that will appear in the 'Paste Special' listing.

Bank A/C No: Specify here the bank account number represented by each Payment Mode. 

Bank Name: Record the name of the bank where the account is held here.

Payment Terms

Different Invoices can be assigned different terms for payment: days until the payment is due, Cash payment or Credit
Memo. You can also assign default Payment Terms to your Customers and Vendors.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the Accounts Receivable module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in
the Navigation Center and choosing Payment Terms from the list. The ‘Payment Terms: Browse' window will be opened. To
create a new record, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. To edit an existing record, select it in the list. Complete the
Payment Term record as described below, then save it using the 'Save' button.
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Code: Enter a unique code for the Payment Term. The Code should consist of one or two characters, and you can use
both numbers and letters.

Text: Enter a description by which the Payment Terms record is to be identifed from elsewhere in the system. 

Net Days: Enter the credit period in days. If the Type (below) is set to 'Normal', when you use the Payment Term in
Invoices and Payables, the value entered here will be added to the Invoice Date to calculate the Due Date.

Type: The Payment Term can belong to one of three types, and the choice of type determines how the due date is 
calculated:
Normal: A normal payment. The value in the Net Days feld shows how many days the Due Date is from the Invoice 
Date.
Credit Memo: This type is used for Credit Memos. The number of days is not relevant. You should have at least one
Payment Term record of this type if you wish to raise Credit Memos.
Cash: This type is used for cash payments. The number of days is not relevant. Invoices with this Payment Term 
are known as Cash Notes.
Next Month: If you choose this type it means that the value in the feld Net Days stands for that specifc day in 
the next month.

Closed: Tick the Closed check box if you want to prevent the Payment Term from further usage. It will not appear in
the 'Paste Special' list anymore.

Units

Enter here the different pricing units used in your business (e.g. single items, pairs and dozens). You can access this setting
by going to the Accounts Receivable module and selecting it from the list of settings. 

Once you have entered your units to this setting, you can assign them to your items. 

To edit this setting, select the Create menu and choose 'New' to create a new Unit or highlight a Unit similar to the one
you want to create and choose 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. A copy of the highlighted record will be opened.

Enter a code and comment and save the record by selecting the save button. 

Reports

To run a report in the Accounts Receivable module, change to that module and select the Reports icon in the Navigation
Center. Choose the report that you need from the list of reports. A report specifcation window will open where you can
choose the specifcations for the report. Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Accounts Receivable

The Accounts Receivable report is a summary of the position on each Customer's account. It lists the Invoices that you
have issued to your Customers that have not yet been paid. For each Invoice, the Due Date, the outstanding amount
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and the number of days by which it is overdue are shown, so, together with the Receipts Forecast and Periodic
Customer Statement report, it is a very useful tool for debt-chasing purposes.

Customer: If necessary, enter here the Contact Number of the Customer you wish to have included in the report.
You can also enter a range of Contact Numbers, separated by a colon. If you leave this feld blank, all Customers
with outstanding Invoices will be included in the report.

Date: If necessary, you can print a report showing the debtor situation as it was on a particular date. To do this,
enter that date here. If you don't need to use this feature, leave the feld blank.

Function: Use these options to control the level of detail shown in the report. In all cases, if an Invoice is overdue for
payment, the number of overdue days will be shown as a negative fgure.

History: Where the Overview simply shows the outstanding balance of each Invoice, this option provides more detail,
listing for each open Invoice any partial payments and Credit Memos.

Overview: The Overview shows each Customer's Number, Name and Telephone Number and, for each outstanding
Invoice, the Invoice Number, the Invoice Date, the Payment Terms, the Due Date, the age or number of days
overdue, and the outstanding balance.

Balance: This choice simply prints the total outstanding balance payable by each Customer.

Status: Use these options to determine the Invoices that will be included in the report.

Open: The report will list all unpaid Invoices.

Due: The report will only list those Invoices that are due for payment (i.e. Invoices whose Payment Terms have expired).

Sorting: The report can be sorted by Customer Number or Name.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Contact List
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This report is a simple listing of all the records in the Contact register. 

Customer: Enter a Contact Number or range of Contact Numbers to report on specifc Contacts in the Contact
register. If you leave this feld blank, all Contacts will be included in the report.

Payment Terms: If you enter a Payment Term here, Contacts that have that Payment Term as their Sales Payment
Term will be listed in the report.

New or updated since: Fill in a date here to report on Contacts created or modifed after this date.

Created in Period: Specify a period to list Contacts created during the given period in the report.

Sorting: Depending on the selection here, the Contacts will be sorted alphanumerically either by Contact number, name
or telephone.

Function:
De ta i l ed : P roduces a repo r t d i sp lay ing a l l the i n fo rmat ion recorded fo r each Con tac t .
Telephone, Fax and E-mail: These options produce simple lists of Contacts displaying only their telephone or fax
numbers or email addresses.

Include: Decide to include open/active Contacts (Not Closed Only), all Contacts (Closed and not Closed), or inactive
Contacts (Closed Only). 

Selection: You can decide to include either Customers, Vendors or all Contacts (i.e. both Customers and Vendors) in
the report.

Furthermore you have several tick boxes where you can decide to leave Contacts with email addresses out of the report,
only to display only Contacts that share email addresses and/or to skip Contacts with fax or cell numbers. Skipping
Contacts with fax or cell numbers or email addresses can be useful as the report will help you check which Contacts do not
have this information. 

Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Customer Statistics

This report displays trading statistics for each Customer, including turnover, margin and gross proft.
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Period: Enter the start and end dates of the reporting period, separated by a colon. The frst reporting period
entered in the reporting period setting will be displayed by default. The statistics in the report will be calculated
from approved Invoices entered during this period.

Customer: Use this feld to limit the report to a single Customer, or range of Customers. If you leave it blank, all
Customers will be included in the report.

Min. GP: Enter a value to exclude Customers with lower gross proft.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.

Customer/Item Statistics

This report uses a Customer-by-Customer format to analyze the sales in both quantity and turnover terms of Items to
Customers. It can compare this information for two periods.
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Customers: Use this feld to limit the report to a single Customer, or range of Customers.

Item No.: To limit the report to a single Item, enter an Item Number here.

This Period: Enter the frst and last dates of the reporting period, separated by a colon. The statistics in the report
will be calculated from approved Invoices entered during this period.

Compared Period: Enter the frst and last dates of the period with which the reporting period is to be compared,
separated by a colon.

Invoice Journal

This report is a chronological listing of the Invoices raised during the specifed period. You can control the selection to show
a range of Invoice Numbers or Invoices made out to a particular Customer. You can also select the type of Invoice.
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Invoice No: Limit the report to a single Invoice or a range of Invoices. To report on a range of Invoices, enter the
frst and last Invoice Numbers in the range, separated by a colon (:).

Period: Enter the report period. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting will be used as a default. The report
will list Invoices entered during this period.

Credited Invoice Period: If you choose to include Credit Memos in the report and you specify a period here, a
Credit Memo will only be included if it was entered during the report period and if the Invoice it is crediting was
entered during this period. This will be useful if you need to list Credit Memos that credit Invoices from a
previous period.

Customer: If necessary, limit the report to a single Customer by entering a Customer Number here.

F u n c t i o n : S p e c i f y h e r e t h e l e v e l o f d e t a i l r e q u i r e d i n t h e r e p o r t .
Overview: This choice gives a report with one row per Invoice, showing the Date, Customer, Type, Total and
Currency. Detailed: In addition to the information shown above, this option shows the Invoice Address, Due Date,
Order Number and Contact. For each row of each Invoice, the Item Code, Name, Tax Code and Sum are shown. 

Status: Specify here whether approved and/or unapproved Invoices are to be included in the report.

Sorting: The report can be sorted by Invoice Date or Number.

Invoice Type: Check the boxes to include Invoices of diferent types in the report.
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Item List

This report produces a list of items, including information for each item such as the Item Number, Name, Unit, Tax Code and
sales Price. 

Item No.: Use this feld to limit the report to a single Item, or range of Items. To report on a range of Items, enter the
frst and last Item Numbers in the range, separated by a colon (:). If you leave this feld blank, all Items will be
included in the report.

Sorting: The report can be sorted by Item Number or Name.

You can also decide if you want to include Closed items by ticking the relevant check box.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Item Statistics

This report displays sales statistics for each Item, including turnover, quantity and gross profts. 

Period: Enter the report period. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting will be used as a default. The statistics
in the report will be calculated from approved Invoices entered during this period

Item No.: Use this field to limit the report to a single Item, or range of Items. If you leave it blank, all items will be
considered for the report.

Customer: If necessary, limit the report to a single Customer by entering a Customer Number here.

Select Run to produce the Report.
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Open Invoice Customer Statement

The Customer Statements report lists the open (unpaid) Invoices issued to each Customer and will therefore be very useful
for debt-chasing purposes. For each Invoice the report shows the Invoice Number, the Due Date, the outstanding amount
and the number of days by which it is overdue. Note that the number of overdue days will be shown as a negative fgure. If
the number of overdue days is positive, this means an Invoice is not yet due for payment (i.e. its Due Date is in the future and
the fgure shown is the number of days until its Due Date).

Customer: If necessary, enter here the Contact Number of the Customer (or range of Customers) you wish to
include in the report. If you leave this feld blank, all Customers will be included in the report.

Invoices: Specify here whether all Open Invoices (i.e. all unpaid) or simply all Overdue Invoices (i.e. those due for
payment) are to be included in the report.

Function: You can choose to see a summary of the data, a simple listing per Customer showing the number of open
or overdue Invoices and outstanding balance, or a detailed report listing each open or overdue Invoice
individually.

Select Run to produce the report.
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Periodic Customer Statement

The Periodic Customer Statement prints a list of all the sales transactions recorded for each Customer during a specifed
period, including open (unpaid) Invoices, paid Invoices and Receipts. You can therefore use it to produce a full Accounts
Receivable transaction history for a specifed Customer and period.

Period: Enter the report period. The first row of the Reporting Periods setting will be the default value. The report will
show the opening balance for each Customer at the beginning of the period, and then list the transactions entered
during the report period.

Customer: If necessary, enter here the Contact Number of the Customer (or range of Customers) you wish to include
in the report. 

Function:  Specify  here  the  level  of  detail  required  in  the  report.
Overview:  This  option  produces  a  single  line  summary  of  each  Customer's  credit  situation.
Detailed: This option shows each Accounts Receivable transaction in the selected period, including Invoices and
Receipts.

You can also decide whether you would only like Customers with balances to be included in the report by ticking the check
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box.

Select Run to produce the report.

Receipt Journal

This report is a chronological listing of the Receipts entered during the specifed period. For each Receipt, the Number,
Payment Mode, Transaction Date and total value are shown. The Receipt rows are listed individually, showing the
Invoice Number, Customer Number and Name and Received Value are shown. At the end of the report, total amounts
received using each Payment Mode are shown.

Period: Enter the report period. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting will be the default value. The report
will list Receipts entered during this period.

Receipt No.: Limit the report to a single Receipt or to a range of Receipts. To report on a range of Receipts, enter
the first and last Receipt Numbers in the range, separated by a colon (:).

Payment Mode: To limit the report to Receipts with a particular Payment Mode, enter the Payment Mode here.

Status: Specify here whether approved and/or unapproved Receipts are to be included in the report.
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Receipts Forecast

This report together with the Payments Forecast in the Accounts Payable module will be very useful for cash-fow
prediction purposes. It provides information about incoming payments (i.e. unpaid approved Invoices), sorted by due
date. It therefore provides a provisional schedule of incoming revenue, showing how much it is expected the company
will receive in the near future.

Customer: Use this feld to show how much is outstanding from a single Customer. The report will list the
Customer’s outstanding Invoices in Due Date order, showing the amount outstanding against each Invoice
together with an accumulating total. If you leave this feld blank, all outstanding Invoices will be included.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

In this chapter we will describe each Register, Setting and Report in the Accounts Payable module.

Registers

Payables

The Payable register is a record of your company’s purchases. Each time you make a purchase, you will receive a Payable
from the Vendor, which you should enter in the Payable register. You will therefore use this register for a number of tasks.

– The Payable is a record of the payment demanded from your company by the Vendor;

– Unpaid Payables in the register provide the basis for your creditor management reports; and

– Each Payable causes a General Ledger Transaction to be created, thus generating the overall purchase and
creditor fgures in your monthly and yearly management reports. This creation process is automatic, requiring no
intervention or work from you.

You can record three types of purchase transaction in the Payable register:

1. You will receive standard Payables when goods have been delivered or work carried out before you have issued
payment. You should record Payments against such Payables in the Payment register, described below.

2. The Cash Note represents your issuing of a payment at the same time as the work is carried out. When you enter
a Cash Note to the Payable register, Standard Accounts will treat it as having being paid, so there will be no need
to enter a separate payment record in the Payment register. Standard Accounts will also look after the General
Ledger implications for you (crediting the Cash Account rather than the Creditor Account).

3. You should use Credit Memos to correct mistakes in Payables, or to cancel Payables that have been raised in
error. They are, in effect, negative Payables that reduce your overall purchase and creditor fgures. 

To open the Payable register, ensure you are in the Accounts Payable module and select the 'Registers' button in the
Navigation Center. Choose Payables from the list. The ‘Payables: Browse’ window will be opened, showing Payables
already entered.

Payables are given a unique internal identifying code, using a consecutive numbering system. This is in addition to any
number allocated to the Payable by the issuer (the Vendor Inv. No.). The internal number is shown in the left-hand column,
followed by a tick (if the Payable is approved), the Vendor's Invoice Number, the issue date, the Vendor Number and Name
and fnally by the Payable value.
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Entering a Payable

To enter a new Payable, open the ‘Payables: Browse’ window as already described, select the Create menu and choose
'New'. Alternatively, highlight a Payable similar to the one you want to enter, select the Create menu and choose 'Duplicate'.
If you don't want to open the ‘Payables: Browse’ window, you can also select the 'New Payable' button in the Navigation
Center.

The ‘Payable: New’ window will be opened, empty if you selected 'New' or containing a duplicate of the highlighted Payable.
In the case of the duplicate, the Vendor Invoice Number will not be copied. Complete the Payable record as described
below, then save it using the 'Save' button.

No.: The number of the Payable will be provided automatically by Standard Accounts following on from the Number of
the last Payable entered. Usually the Payable Number will be provided when you frst save the Payable. Note that this
is not the number given to the Payable by the Vendor but a unique identifer that is used by Standard Accounts
whenever it is necessary to refer to the Payable.

When you start using Standard Accounts, the Payable Number sequence will start at 1 and continue consecutively. If
you want the sequence to start from another number, enter that Number in the frst Payable: Standard Accounts will
then continue the sequence from there. You can then change the Number of any subsequent Payable if you want to
use another number sequence. Note that you must change the Payable Number before you save the Payable: it
cannot be changed afterwards.

Name: The Vendor Name will be entered after you have entered the Vendor Number.

Vendor: Enter the Vendor Number or use ‘Paste Special’. When you press Enter, the Vendor's name and other
information will be entered into the appropriate felds.
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Invoice Date: This date, together with the Payment Term, will determine when the Payable will become due for
payment. The date of the previous Payable entered will be used as a default.

Vendor Inv. No.: The Vendor's Invoice number.

Pay. Terms: The Payment Term entered here will be used to calculate the Due Date (below).

Credit of Inv.: If you are entering a Purchase Credit Memo, (a “debit memo”) enter here the number of the Payable
being credited. The Payable being credited cannot itself be a Credit Memo.

Remember to specify a Payment Term of Type 'Credit Memo' in the Payment Terms feld: you must leave the Credit of
Inv. feld blank when the Payment Term is of any other Type.

Total: The total amount to pay for this Payable, including any taxes. Before you can save the Payable, this fgure must
equal the sum of the Amounts in the rows plus tax.

Trans. Date: The Transaction Date for the General Ledger Transaction. You may thus separate Invoice and Transaction
Dates in your ledger. It determines the accounting period for the Payable.

If you enter different Invoice and Transaction Dates, there will be a timing difference between the Accounts Payable and
General Ledgers so long as the Payable remains unpaid. This will be apparent when comparing credit management
reports with the Creditor Control Account.

Sort Code: The Vendor's sort code will be brought in from the ‘Accounts’ tile of the Contact record for the Vendor.
If necessary, you can change it.

Tax: Enter the tax amount from the Payable. There is no need to enter a fgure to this feld, but if you do enter one, it
should equal the Tax sum for each row (shown in the Calculated Tax feld in the footer) before you can save the
Payable. This feld therefore provides a control fgure.

Due Date: The last day for payment of this Payable, calculated by Standard Accounts using the Invoice Date and the
Payment Terms. You can change the Due Date, even after the Payable has been approved. If you receive an
extended credit time for this Payable, it will be re-scheduled in your credit management reports.

Bank A/C: The Vendor's bank account number will be brought in from the ‘Accounts’ tile of the Contact record for the
Vendor. If necessary, you can change it.

Comment: You can enter a comment describing this Payable or to leave a note.

OK: When you check this box and save the record by selecting [Save], the Payable will be approved and entered into
your Accounts Payable, and a corresponding Transaction will be created in the General Ledger. Because of these
consequences, you will no longer be able to make changes to the Payable except to the Due Date and Vendor Inv.
No. felds.

References in this manual to approved Payables are to Payables whose OK check box has been ticked (i.e. an approved
Payable is one that is no longer a Draft).

The remainder of the Payable screen contains a matrix that you can use to list the Payable Items and Costs. 

To add rows to a Payable, select any feld in the frst blank row and enter appropriate text. To remove a row, highlight and
press the backspace key.

Account: Specify the Cost Account to be debited by the Payable. Enter an Account number or press 'Paste Special'
and press Enter. The Account name will be entered automatically to the Description feld.

If the Contact record for the Vendor has a Cost Account specifed on the ‘Accounts’ tile, this will be entered as a default
in the frst row.

Description: The Account name will be entered automatically. The text can be changed.

Amount: The amount to be debited to the Cost Account. 

A convenient way of quickly entering the correct value is to move the cursor into the feld and then to press the Enter or
Return key. Standard Accounts will enter the correct value to balance the Payable, taking the Total and any previous
rows into account.

T-Cd: The Tax Template entered here will determine the rate at which Tax will be charged on this Item and the Tax
Account to be debited. 

A default will be offered, taken from the Account record. If no Tax Code is specifed there, the default will be taken from
the Accounts Usage A/P setting.
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Calculated Tax: The Tax sum, calculated from the Payable rows. This fgure will be calculated automatically as you add
rows to the Payable. 

Checking the Payable Status

If you need to check the status of a Payable (i.e. to check whether it has been paid), you can do so in one of two ways:

1. With the Payable on screen, open the Operations menu and select 'Payable Status'.

2. Highlight an Invoice in the ‘Payables: Browse’ window, open the Operations menu and select 'Payable Status'. 

In both cases, a report will be printed to screen. At the top of the report the payment history of the Payable will be shown
together with the amount that is currently outstanding.  

Correcting Approved and Unapproved Payables

Unapproved Payables

In order to correct a Payable that has not yet been approved (i.e, you have not checked the OK box and no General Ledger
transaction has been created), you can simply open the Payable and make the appropriate correction.

Approved Payables

In order to correct a Payable that has already been approved, you will have to create a Credit Memo to match the Payable.
Subsequently you can create a new Payable with correct details. For explanation on how to create a Credit Memo, see the
section immediately below.

Crediting Payables

If you want to credit a Payable that has been sent to you, follow these steps:

1. The recommended method is to open the Payable to be corrected, and select 'Credit Memo' from the Create
menu. You can also create a new Payable record, or duplicate the Payable you want to credit. Duplicating will
ensure that the correct Purchase Account will be credited.

2. Fill in the data in the normal way, but change the Payment Terms to 'Credit Memo' and enter the number of
the credited Payable in the Credit of Invoice feld on the Terms Tile. Use 'Paste Special' to search for the
correct Payable Number. The Payable to be credited must be approved. This will all be done for you if you
selected 'Credit Memo' from the Create menu.

3. When you approve and save the Payable, the Accounts Payable will be updated, and a new General Ledger
Transaction will be generated. 

Payments

Use this register to issue Payments to creditors. Keeping the Payable and Payment registers up-to-date will allow you to
operate an effcient system for paying your Vendors and will help you to predict your cash fow accurately.

Entering a Payment

To open the Payment register, ensure you are in the Accounts Payable module and select the 'Registers' button in the
Navigation Center. Choose Payments from the list. The ‘Payments: Browse’ window will be opened, showing Payments
already entered.
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Payments are numbered consecutively. In the list, the Payment Number is followed by ticks if a Payment has been ordered
or approved, by the Transaction Date, the bank account number from which the Payment was issued and the total value of
the Payment.

To enter a new Payment, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. Alternatively, highlight a Payment similar to the one you
want to enter and choose 'Duplicate' from the Create menu.If you don't want to open the ‘Payments: Browse’ window, you
can also select the 'New Payment' button in the Navigation Center.

The ‘Payment: New’ window will be opened, empty if you selected 'New' or with a copy of the duplicated Payment.
Complete the Payment record as described below, then save it using the 'Save' button.

No.: The Serial Number of a new Payment will be provided automatically by Standard Accounts following on from the
Number of the last Payment entered.  Usually the Payment Number will be provided when you frst save the
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Payment.

When you start using Standard Accounts, the Payment Number sequence will start at 1 and continue consecutively. If
you want the sequence to start from another number, enter that Number in the frst Payment: Standard Accounts will
then continue the sequence from there. You can then change the Number of any subsequent Payment if you want to
use another number sequence. Note that you must change the Payment Number before you save the Payment: you
cannot change it afterwards.

Payment Date: The date when you want the Payment to be executed. 

After you have ordered a Payment, you can still change the Payment Date. After approval, however, no further changes
are possible.

Trans. Date: The date of the General Ledger Transaction resulting from the Payment. This date is always the same as
the Payment Date and cannot be changed independently.

Payment Mode: The Payment Mode is the method of payment (e.g. check, credit card or cash). It determines the
General Ledger Account that will be credited by the Payment. 

You can issue payments to different Vendors against different Invoices using a single Payment record. However, you
cannot enter payments with different Payment Modes.

The frst record listed in the Payment Modes setting will be offered as a default.

Own Bank A/C: The number for the bank account from where you will issue the Payment. This information will be
brought in from the Payment Mode record.

Sort Code: Enter the Sort Code (branch number) of the your bank here. 

OK: You can approve a Payment by ticking this box. When you select [Save] to save the Payment, a General Ledger
Transaction will be generated, crediting the Bank Account specifed for the Payment Mode and debiting the Creditor
Control Account(s) of the Payable(s) being paid.

References in this manual to approved Payments are to Payments whose OK box has been ticked (i.e. an approved
Payment is one that is no longer a Draft).

Ordered: Ticking the Ordered box indicates that a Payment has been issued, while checking the OK box indicates
that the funds have been cleared. You must therefore tick the Ordered box before ticking the OK box. When you
save a Payment after ticking the Ordered box, the Payable(s) being paid will no longer treated as open, even if
the OK box is not ticked.

Use the grid area that takes up most of the screen to list the Payables being paid by the Payment. You can issue payment
for several Payables in a single Payment record, but all payments must use the same Payment Mode. The Payment Mode
refects not only the payment method (i.e. check, cash or credit card) but also the Bank Account credited. So, you can
record every payment issued in a single day from a particular Bank Account using a single Payment record.

Each record in the Payment register results in a single General Ledger Transaction, with bank or other institution as credit
Account (taken from the Payment Mode).

You can also bring Payables into a Payment by opening the ‘Payables: Browse’ window, selecting a range of Payables
while holding down the Shift key, and then dragging them to the Invoice No feld in the frst empty Payment row. You
can also copy a list of Payable Numbers from a spreadsheet or word processor and paste them in the Invoice No feld
in the frst empty row.

The Matrix

The matrix contains the following columns:

Invoice No.: The number of the Payable being paid.

Note that when you use ‘Paste Special’, only unpaid Payables will appear in the selection list. Payables against which
you have issued unordered Payments are not treated as paid and so will be listed, but Payables in ordered but
unapproved Payments are treated as paid and so will not be listed. Sorting the ‘Paste Special’ selection by Vendor
will allow you to fnd the Invoice that you are paying quickly and easily.

Vendor: Entered by Standard Accounts when you enter a Payable Number. 

Text: The Vendor’s Invoice Number and Name will be entered by Standard Accounts from the Payable. You may change
this if you wish. It will appear in the Text feld of the General Ledger Transaction.

Open Inv. Value: The outstanding amount of the Payable being paid. This feld cannot be changed.
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Invoice Value: The original amount of the Payable.This will be brought in automatically by Standard Accounts when
entering the Payable Number.

Sent Value: The amount paid against the Payable. You can change the default fgure, in the event of partial payments or
overpayments. 

Footer

Withdrawn: The sum of the Payment Amounts: the total for this Payment.

Adding a Bank Fee to a Payment

If you need to add a bank fee to a Payment you can do so using the Row menu. Select the last row with a Payable
Number and select the row number with the right button of the mouse. The option “Add Bank Fee” will appear. Choose
this option. A new row will be created, containing the phrase "Fee" and a zero amount. Enter the Bank Fee fgure in the
right-hand Value feld. The same fgure will be copied to the other two value felds automatically. When you mark the
Payment as OK and save, the resulting General Ledger Transaction will debit the value of the bank charge from the
Bank Fee Account specifed in the Account Usage A/P setting. The Sent Value plus the bank charge will be credited to
the Bank Account from the Payment Mode, while the Sent Value will be debited from the Creditor Account.

Reconciling and Approving Payments

When paying Payables by check, there will be a delay between the ordering of the Payment and the clearing of the funds
from your company’s bank account.

In such a situation, when you issue the check, enter the Payment in the usual way and tick the Ordered box but not the OK
box. Then select the 'Save' button. This will ensure the Payable(s) being paid will no longer be treated as open (due). You
can order several Payments at once by highlighting them in the ‘Payments: Browse’ window and selecting ‘Order’ from the
Operations menu.

When you receive a statement from the bank, you can reconcile it with the ordered Payments. You should approve
Payments that agree with your bank statement by selecting the OK check box and saving. General Ledger Transactions will
be generated, debiting the Creditor Control Account of the Payable(s) being paid and crediting the Bank Account specifed in
the Payment Mode. You can approve several Payments at once by highlighting them in the ‘Payments: Browse’ window and
selecting ‘OK’ from the Operations menu.

Note that after approving a Payment, you cannot change it.

Correcting Mistakes in Ordered and Approved Payments

Once you have ordered a Payment, you cannot change it, but you can correct mistakes easily using the following procedure.
It is important that you follow this procedure, to ensure the Vendor's history remains correct.

1. Highlight each row in the Payment in turn by selecting the row number.

2. Then, press the Backspace key. 

3. A red line will be drawn through the row, re-opening the Payable.

If you have approved a Payment, again you cannot change it, but you cannot re-open the Payables as described above.
Instead, follow this procedure:

1. In the ‘Receipts: Browse’ window, highlight the Receipt containing the error.

2. Open the Create menu and select 'Duplicate' from the list. A new Receipt record is created, containing the details
of that copied.

3. Insert a minus sign in front of the Received Value, ensuring the Received Value fgure itself remains unchanged.

4. Select the OK check box and save the Receipt.

5. Enter a new, correct Receipt.

Contacts

For information on the Contact Register please refer to the relevant paragraph in the description of the Accounts Receivable
module. 
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Settings

Accounts Usage A/P

The Account Usage A/P setting allows you to specify default Accounts to be used when you post Payables and Payments to
the General Ledger. The accounting rules that you set in this setting will apply unless you have entered any exceptions in
your Vendor Contact records.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the Accounts Payable module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in
the Navigation Center and fnally choosing Account Usage A/P from the list.

Creditors tile:

Creditors: Choose the Account that you want to be credited when you enter Payables, and debited when you
create Payments. This Account will be used if the Creditor A/C feld in the Vendor Contact record is blank.

Cash: The Account entered here will be credited instead of the Creditor Account whenever you approve a cash sale
(Cash Note). The Account specifed here will not be used if you have specifed a separate Cash Account in the
Payment Term used in the Cash Note.

Bank fee: Enter the Account that you want to be debited when you add bank charges to a Payment record.

Tax tile:

Tax Template: Specify the Tax Template that you want to be used by default in your Payables. The Tax Template in this
feld will be applied if the Purchase Tax Template feld in the Vendor record and the Tax Template in the relevant
Account record are both blank. 

When you have edited the setting press the 'Save' button to save and close the window.

For a description of the other settings in the Accounts Payable module please refer to the relevant paragraphs in the section
describing the Accounts Receivable module in this manual, as the settings are the same.

Reports

To run a report in the Accounts Payable module, change to that module and select the Reports icon in the Navigation
Center. Choose the report that you need from the list of reports. A report specifcation window will open where you can
choose the specifcations for the report. Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Accounts Payable

The Accounts Payable report is a summary of your account position with each Vendor. Together with the Payments
Forecast and Periodic Vendor Statement reports, it is a very useful tool for payment scheduling purposes. 
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In its basic form, the report shows Vendor Name and Telephone Number and, for each Payable, the amount outstanding,
the Due Date or Discount Date and the age or number of days overdue. However, it can be reformatted in many different
ways, and you can specify any selection you want, as described below. 

In the specifcation window, you have the following options:

Vendor: If necessary, enter here the Contact Number of the Vendor you wish to have included in the report. .You
can also enter a range of Contact Numbers, separated by a colon. If you leave this feld blank, all Vendors with
whom you have outstanding Invoices will be included in the report.

Date: Enter a date to show the status of the Accounts Payable on that date. If you leave the feld blank, the current
date will be used.

Function: Use these options to control the level of detail shown in the report. In all cases, if an Invoice is overdue for
payment, the number of overdue days will be shown as a negative fgure.

Detailed: Where the Overview simply shows the outstanding balance of each Payable, this option provides more
detail, listing for each open Payable any partial Payments and Credits.

Overview: This option is a summary showing the outstanding balance, due date and age for each open Payable.

Balance: This option simply prints the total balance payable to each Vendor.

Status: Use these options to determine which Payables will be included in the report.

Open: When this option is selected the report will contain all unpaid Payables.

Due: When this option is selected the report will be limited to those Payables that are due for payment  (i.e. Payables
whose Payment Terms have expired).

Sorting: The report can be sorted by Vendor Number or Name.

Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.
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Open Invoice Vendor Statement

This report lists the open (unpaid) Payables received from each Vendor and  will  therefore  be  very  useful  for  credit
management and payment scheduling purposes.

Vendor: If necessary, enter here the Vendor Number (or range of Vendors) whose Payables you wish to include in
the report. If you leave this feld blank, all Vendors will be included in the report. 

Days of delay (not less than): If you only wish to include Payables in the statements that are overdue by more than
a certain number of days, enter that number here.

On Date: Enter a date to produce statements for a specifc date. All Payables that were open or due (depending on
the choice made below) on that date will be included in the statements, while Payables and Payments since that
date will not be included. If you leave this feld blank, the current date will be used.

Invoices: Determine here which Invoices are to be included in the statement.

Open: This option lists all unpaid Payables in the statement.
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Due: This option lists only Payables due for payment in the statement. These are Payables whose
Payment Terms have expired.

You can also decide if you wish to include tax in the report: this will be shown in an extra column.

Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Payable Journal

This report is a chronological listing of the Payables entered during the specifed period. You can control the selection to
show a range of Payable Numbers or Payables received from a particular Vendor. You can also select the type of Payable.

No.: Use this feld to specify which Payables are to be shown in the report. Enter a single Payable Number or a
range of Payable Numbers separated by a colon (:). If you leave this feld blank, all Payables from the specifed
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period will be included.

Period: The report will list all Payables dated during the period specifed here. The frst row of the Reporting Periods
setting will be used as the default but you can change it according to your needs.

Vendor: If necessary, enter here the Vendor Number (or range of Vendor Numbers) of the Vendor(s) whose Payables
you wish to include in the report. If you leave this feld blank, Payables from every Vendor will be included in the
report. 

Cost Account: The Detailed version of the report will usually list every Payable row individually. If you specify an
Account or range of Accounts here, only the rows with those Accounts will be listed.

Function: Specify here the level of detail required in the report.

Overview: This choice gives a report with one row per Payable, showing the Payable Number, Date, Vendor's
Invoice Number, Vendor and Total

Detailed: In addition to the information shown in the overview function, this option lists each Payable row individually,
showing the Account Number, Description, Tax Amount and Sum. 

Status: Specify here whether approved and unapproved Payables are to be included in the report.

Invoice type: Tick the boxes to include Payables of diferent types in the report. 

Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Payment Journal

This report is a chronological listing of the Payments entered during the specifed period. 

For each Payment, the Number, Registration Date, Transaction Date, Own Bank Account and total value will be shown in
the report. The Payment rows will be listed individually, with the Payable Number, Vendor Bank Account, Text (usually the
Vendor Name) and Sent Value being shown. At the end of the report, total amounts paid using each Payment Mode will be
shown.
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Period: Enter the report period. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting is the default value. The report will list
Payments entered during this period.

Payment No.: Limit the report to a single Payment or to a range of Payments. To report on a range of Payments,
enter the frst and last Payment Numbers in the range, separated by a colon (:). If you leave the feld blank, all
Payments from the period will be listed.

Payment Mode: To limit the report to Payments with a particular Payment Mode, enter the Payment Mode here. If
you leave the feld blank, Payments with every Payment Mode will be displayed. 

Status: Select one or more of the check boxes to specify the types of Payments that are to be included in the
report.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Payments Forecast

This report will be very useful for cash fow prediction purposes. It provides information about outstanding credits (i.e. unpaid
approved Payables), sorted by Due Date. This shows how much it is expected the company will have to pay out in the near
future.

Vendor: Use this feld to show how much is due to a single Vendor. The report will list the outstanding Payables you
have received from the Vendor in Due Date order, showing the amount outstanding against each Payable
together with an accumulating total. If you leave this feld blank, outstanding Payables due to all Vendors will be
included in the report.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Periodic Vendor Statement

The Periodic Vendor Statement prints a list of all the purchase transactions recorded for each Vendor during a specifed
period, including open (unpaid) Payables, paid Payables and Payments. You can therefore use it to produce a full Accounts
Payable transaction history for a specifed Vendor and period.

Period: Enter the report period. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting is the default value. The report will
show the opening balance for each Vendor at the beginning of the period, and then list the transactions entered
during the report period.

Vendor: If necessary, enter here the Vendor Number (or range of Vendors) you wish to include in the report. If you leave
this feld blank, all Vendors will be included in the report.

Function: Specify here the level of detail required in the report. Choose between two options:
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Overview: This option produces a single line summary of each Vendor's situation.

Detailed: This option lists each Accounts Payable transaction from the selected period.

You can also choose to include Vendors with Balance Only, to exclude Vendors with no current balance from the report.

And you can decide if you want to include ordered Payments in the report by ticking or unticking the check box.

Vendor List

The Vendor List in the Payables module is a simple listing of the Vendors entered in the Contact register.

Vendor: Enter a Vendor Number here either manually or using 'Paste Special'. You can also enter a range of Vendor
Numbers, separated by a colon (:). The chosen Vendors will be listed in the report. If you leave this feld blank all
Vendors will be included in the report.

Function: These options control the level of detail shown in the report.
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Detailed: This option prints a comprehensive report that includes virtually all the information stored for each Vendor.

Contact Data: This alternative limits the output to Vendor Number and Name and Telephone Number.

Sorting: The report can be sorted by Vendor Number or Name.
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GENERAL LEDGER

In this chapter all Registers, Settings and Reports in the General Ledger module will be described.

Registers

Transactions

In Standard Accounts, an individual accounting event is known as a Transaction. Every accounting event should be
recorded as a separate Transaction in the Transaction register, which you can fnd in the General Ledger module. Depending
on the nature of an individual Transaction, you can enter it directly to the Transaction register yourself, or  - if you are
subscribing to the Automated Accounting functionality - it will be created automatically from other registers. Typically,
Transactions representing Sales Invoices, Payables, Receipts and Payments will be generated automatically if you are
subscribing to the Automated Accounting functionality from the Marketplace.

To open the Transaction register, ensure you are in the General Ledger module and select the 'Registers' button in the
Navigation Center. Choose Transactions from the list. The ‘Transactions: Browse’ window will be opened, showing
Transactions already entered.

This window displays some important details about each transaction, including the Transaction Number, Transaction Date
and Text description. The Transaction Number is made of up two parts: a prefx and a number. The prefx describes the
Transaction, for instance the prefx in a Transaction generated from a Sales Invoice will be S/INV. The prefx in a Transaction
that you have entered yourself will be the Code from the relevant Fiscal Year.

To enter a Transaction, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. Alternatively, highlight a Transaction similar to the one
you want to enter and choose the option to 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. If you don't want to open the ‘Transactions:
Browse’ window, you can also select the 'New Transaction' button in the Navigation Center.
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Header 

No: When creating a new Transaction, Standard Accounts will enter the next unused number from the current
number sequence. You may enter another number, but bear in mind that each number can only be used once in
a fscal year. Unless you have entered your own number, the Transaction number will be assigned when you
save the Transaction.

Trans. Date: When you create the transaction the current date will be inserted by default. But you can change it
using 'Paste Special' and inserting a date of your choosing.

Text: A short description of the Transaction.

Matrix 

Account: Specify here the Account used by the Transaction row. Use 'Paste Special' to choose an Account. 

Description: When you choose the Account, the description from the Account record will be entered automatically.

Debit and Credit: Enter a debit or credit amount in each row: the value of the posting to each Account. If you have
entered all the debit amounts, you can easily balance the Transaction: select the Credit column in the last row and
press Return. Pressing Return again will save the Transaction, close it and open a new one.

T-Cd: You can mark each row in a Transaction with a Tax Code. If a Tax Code was specifed in the chosen Account,
this Code will be inserted automatically. Otherwise you can use 'Paste Special' to access the Tax Codes setting
and insert a Tax Code from there.  

Footer 

Diference: Any diference between the sums of the debited and credited amounts will be shown here: the two
sums must be the same before you can save the Transaction. A balancing entry shows a zero balance.

Total: These two felds show the sums of the Debits and Credits in the Transaction.

Before saving a Transaction, check that it's correct. After saving, you won't be able to change it, except as described in the
next section.

Correcting Transactions 

In Standard Accounts you can easily correct Transactions in a legal manner. There are two different ways of correcting a
Transaction: you can update it; or you can create a second Transaction that cancels the old one.  

To update a Transaction, frst fnd and open the Transaction that requires the correction. Go to the Operations menu and
choose the 'Update Mark' option. A new line will be added below the existing Transaction rows indicating who made the
change and what the date of the Transaction was before the change was made. Select the row number of the row that is
incorrect and press the backspace key on your keyboard so that a red line is drawn through the row. Repeat with other
rows if necessary. Now you can enter the correct details in new rows below the update mark row. You can also change the
date if necessary. When you save, the Transaction will be corrected. 

Another way of correcting a Transaction is to reverse it. Highlight the Transaction containing the error in the 'Transactions:
Browse' window and select 'Duplicate' from the Create menu. This creates a copy of the incorrect Transaction. Open the
Operations menu and select 'Swap Debit & Credit'. This takes the existing Transaction rows and reverses them (what
were Credit amounts become Debits). This action thus cancels out the original erroneous Transaction. Then, select
'Correction Mark' from the Operations menu. This will add a new line where you can enter a cross reference to the
Transaction containing the error. Enter the Transaction Number including prefx of the Transaction containing the
mistake. You can enter the correct details in new rows below the correction row, or you can do this in a new Transaction.
Finally, save the record.
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Account Reconciliation

You will most commonly use this register to perform bank reconciliations, checking bank statements against the postings to
the bank account that you have recorded in Standard Accounts.

To open the Account Reconciliation register, ensure you are in the General Ledger module and select the 'Registers' button
in the Navigation Center. Choose Account Reconciliation from the list. The ‘Account Reconciliation’ window will be opened.
Initially, the window will be empty.

Period: Enter a Period, using 'Paste Special' if necessary to access a list of reporting periods. The Period should be
large enough to cover all likely journal postings (Transaction rows) to the bank account.

Account: Enter the Account Number representing your bank account.

 Bank Bal.:  Enter  the closing balance in  the bank statement.  The Difference field at  the bottom will  show the
difference between the Bank Bal. and the New Reconciled Balance.

Amount: If you need to find a particular figure in the list of postings that occupies the majority of the window, enter
that figure including decimals in this field and press the Return key. 

Unreconciled: Tick this check box to have all unreconciled postings to the specifed Account shown in the list of
postings.

 Reconciled: Tick this check box to have all reconciled postings to the specifed Account shown in the list of postings. 
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If the number of postings in the list is greater than 300, the Overfow box at the bottom of the window will be marked
automatically. If this happens, enter a shorter Period to reduce the number of postings in the list.

The Description column shows both the Text from the Transaction header and the Description from the Transaction
row representing the posting, separated by a comma. If you want it to show the Reference from the Transaction
header instead, tick the Show Reference box before ticking the Unreconciled and/or Reconciled boxes. If you tick
the Show Reference box afterwards, the list will not be redrawn.

Compare the list of postings with the bank statement. Where a posting is correctly shown on the statement, enter
an "R" in the Rec feld. The posting value will be added to the Currently Reconciled total, which shows the total
reconciled in this session, and to the New Reconciled Balance fgure, which represents the closing balance for
the Account. 

If you know that you can reconcile every posting in the list, select 'Mark all rows as Reconciled' from the Operations menu.
An "R" will be placed in the Rec feld in every row and the Currently Reconciled and New Reconciled Balance fgures will be
updated appropriately.

If a posting appears in the bank statement but not in the list of unreconciled postings, you should add the posting to the
Transaction register. Examples of such postings might be payments into or out of your account by standing order, or bank
charges.

You can do this without closing the 'Account Reconciliation' window, by selecting 'Create G/L Transaction' from the
Operations menu. Enter the Transaction following the usual procedure described in the relevant paragraph of this guide.
When you have saved it, return to the 'Account Reconciliation' window and select 'Refresh' from the Operations menu. Any
postings to the specifed Account in the new Transaction will be added to the list of unreconciled postings.

If the value of a posting shown in the 'Account Reconciliation' list differs from that shown in the bank statement, you should
use the 'Create G/L Transaction' function to enter a correcting Transaction to the Transaction register. Alternatively, place
the cursor in the Account Reconciliation row containing the erroneous posting, select 'Open G/L Transaction' from the
Operations menu to open and update the Transaction. When you have done this, return to the 'Account Reconciliation'
window, select 'Refresh' from the Operations menu and mark both the original posting and the correction as reconciled.

When you have checked the postings in the list agree with the bank statement and marked them with "R" in the Rec feld,
the fgure in the New Reconciled Balance feld should be the same as the closing balance in the bank statement. If you
entered the closing balance in the bank statement in the Bank Bal. feld, the Diference feld should contain zero.

Note that you have not saved anything yet and closing the window now will cause you to lose the reconciliation information
you have entered in this session. To save this information, select 'Confrm Reconciliation' from the Operations menu before
closing the 'Account Reconciliation' window.

Brought Forward Balances

This register holds the opening balances for all Accounts. The register works in a similar way to the Transaction register.
For further information please refer to the paragraph on Transactions in this guide.

Accounts

This register is where you should enter your chart of accounts. 

To open the Account register, ensure you are in the General Ledger module and select the 'Registers' button in the
Navigation Center. Choose Accounts from the list. The ‘Accounts: Browse’ window will be opened, showing Accounts
already entered.

To enter a new record, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. Alternatively, highlight a record similar to the one you
want to enter and from the Create menu choose the option to 'Duplicate'. You can also select the 'New Account' button in
the Navigation Center.
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Account: Enter the unique code you are assigning to this Account: this is the means by which this Account will be 
identifed elsewhere in the system. Once you have saved the record, you cannot change the Account Number! 

Name: Enter here the description of the Account. This name will appear in the Accounts 'Paste Special' list so make 
sure to give it a name that is easily recognizable.

Tax Code: Enter the Tax Code that is to be used for this Account.

Account Type: Tick an option to specify the Account Type of the Account, to decide when it is to be credited or 
debited. The different Account Types are described below.

Normal Amount: Use these options to specify whether amounts posted to the Account will usually be debits or credits. 
If you use this option, and, for example, try to debit an Account usually used for credit, Standard Accounts will 
alert you to the possible error. If it's usual to post both debit and credit amounts to the Account, leave both 
boxes unticked.

Closed: Tick this box if you want to close the Account for further transactions. You will no longer be able to use it or
post to it and it will not appear in the 'Paste Special' selection window. If you want to open the Account again 
later, simply remove the check mark.

Account Types:

Asset Accounts (A)

These Accounts contain things that the company owns. All Accounts that contain the company’s available funds (cash, bank
account etc) are Asset Accounts. Any machines and inventory the company owns are also in the Asset Accounts. If the
company has debtors (Customers who owe the company money) then this is seen as an asset (Accounts Receivable). The
Debtors Account is therefore an Asset Account. On the other hand, if a Customer has paid in advance, the payment should
be posted to an Account for Prepayments from Customers. This should be seen as though the company owes the
Customer money and so should not be an Asset Account.

Not everything a company buys is automatically an asset. Some items that are only of minor value are instead seen as
Expenses. Examples are pens, chairs, coffee for the offce and similar things. More detailed information about Expense
Accounts is provided on the next page.

Equity Accounts (EQ)

Equity Accounts show the value of a company. There should be at least two Equity Accounts: Share Capital; and the Result
of the Current Fiscal Year. 

Share capital will usually be in the form of cash or other assets introduced into the business by the owners. This share
capital has to be brought in before the company is founded. The sum is prescribed by law, and differs according to each
country's law and the type of company it is. 

The Result of the Current Fiscal Year is the proft or loss that has been made over the year. A loss will reduce the equity and
a proft will increase it.

Equity Accounts have very specifc legal rules. They are not treated as Asset Accounts but they are rather seen as Accounts
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that contain the company's liability to the owners. Most companies are started with the help of money from the owners.
These funds are to be seen as a liability to the company. 

Liability Accounts (L)

These Accounts contain the liabilities (debts) that the company has. This includes all debts to Vendors, which are short term
debts, but also long term debts such as loans. Normal Liability Accounts are Accounts Payable and bank loans. 

Income Accounts (I)

You may hope that the most Accounts would be Income Accounts but that is not the case. Just a few Accounts are
normally Income Accounts. An income or revenue arises when the company sells a product or service. This is the most
common type of income. As an income it does not matter whether the sale was paid or how it was paid – income is
recognized immediately and payment is a separate transaction. If you send an Invoice to a Customer the Income Accounts
will be affected in a positive way. Income Accounts can also be affected in a negative way if you send a Credit Memo to a
Customer, which means that the Customer has returned the goods and needs a refund.

Expense Accounts (EX):

Expense Accounts represent the company’s costs. ”Salaries”, ”Rent”, ”Purchase of goods”, ”Transportation”, ”Interest” are
examples of Expense Accounts. Everything that the company pays that is not to be considered as an investment for the
future and that does not have a long lasting value is to be seen as an Expense (i.e. a cost). 

An example of an investment would be a machine used in production. This is never considered as a cost, because the
machine will be used for producing and will therefore generate value for the business. The machine is an investment
and will therefore be recorded in the Asset Accounts.

Only items that are of minor value are counted as Expenses. Examples are small offce equipment such as chairs, cutlery for
the canteen, pens and stationery and everyday running costs.

Settings

Bank Files
Use this setting to defne the format of the export fles to be sent to your bank instructing them to issue payments. Choose
the option relevant for your export. This setting is not used in every country.

Bank Transactions

This setting is an account of your transactions with your bank.

Fiscal Years

Standard Accounts has a multi-year database: it can contain accounting transactions from more than one Fiscal Year.
You must add a Fiscal Year to the list in this setting before you can post transactions to it. Each year must have a
Code, and can be between 6 and 18 months in duration. The Code will be used as a prefx for Transactions entered
directly to the Transaction register in the General Ledger.

You should always list your Fiscal Years in chronological order as shown in the illustration. You cannot insert new Fiscal
Years at the top of the list, or remove old Fiscal Years. You should not make any changes to a Fiscal Year once a transaction
has been posted.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the General Ledger, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in the
Navigation Center and fnally choosing Fiscal Years from the list. 
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Code: Enter a unique number for each fscal year. In most cases the year is the most suitable code.

Start: Enter the date when the fscal year should start.

End: Enter the date when the fscal year should end.

Select the 'Save' button to save the changes and close the window.

Sub-Ledger Control Accounts

Standard Accounts contains a Sub Ledger Checking feature that you can use to prevent incorrect postings being made
to the Debtor and Creditor Control Accounts. Usually postings to these Accounts should only be made from Invoices,
Payables, Receipts and Payments. Posting to these Accounts in other ways (e.g. in Transactions that you enter
manually in the Transaction register) will mean that the balances on these Accounts will no longer agree with your
Debtor and Creditor reports. The Sub Ledger checking feature will prevent you posting to these Accounts manually.
Use the Sub-Ledger Control Accounts setting to list the Accounts that should be protected (i.e. the Debtor and Creditor
Accounts). If you try to post to a controlled Account directly from the General Ledger (using the Transaction register)
you will be given an alert message.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the General Ledger, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in the
Navigation Center and fnally choosing Sub-Ledger Control Accounts from the list. 

For each row, use the Code feld to enter an Account Category. Two Account Categories are valid: 1 for accounts
receivable (Debtors), and 2 for accounts payable (Creditors). In the Account feld, enter the Account Number of the Control
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Account of which use in the General Ledger is to be prohibited. You can use 'Paste Special' to insert the account.

Select the 'Save' button to save the changes and close the window.

Tax Codes

When selling and buying Items, you may need to charge or pay tax at different rates depending on the item in question, in
order to comply with Tax regulations. Use the Tax Codes setting to defne as many Tax Codes as you need, containing
different tax rates and, if appropriate, different Tax Accounts. After defning Tax Codes, you will use them to make up Tax
Templates.

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the General Ledger module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in the
Navigation Center and choosing Tax Codes from the list. 

To edit a Tax Code, simply select the feld to be changed and change the existing entry. To add a new Tax Code record,
scroll down to the frst blank line and enter the details there. Then save and close the window.

Code: Each Tax Code record should be identifed by a unique Code.

Excl %: Specify the percentage to be applied to a fgure that excludes tax in order to calculate the tax amount. 

Incl %: Specify the percentage to be applied to a fgure that includes tax in order to calculate the tax amount.

Outp A/C: Specify here the Tax Outputs Account to be credited whenever you use the Tax Code in a sales
transaction. 

Inp A/C: Specify here the VAT Inputs Account to be debited whenever you use the Tax Code in a purchase
transaction.

Description: The description entered here will appear in the 'Paste Special' list, so it should be detailed enough to
ensure you always choose the correct Tax Code. 

After you have fnished editing your Tax Codes, select the Save button to save and close the window.

Tax Templates

Tax Templates allow you to apply several taxes and/or tax rates to one transaction. 

You can access this setting by frst ensuring you are in the General Ledger module, then selecting the 'Settings' icon in the
Navigation Center and choosing Tax Templates from the list. The ‘Tax Templates: Browse' window will be opened. To
create a new record, select the Create menu and choose 'New'. To edit an existing record, select it in the list. Complete the
Tax Template record as described below, then save it using the 'Save' button.
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Header:

Code: Each Tax Template record should be identifed by a unique Code.

Tax Identifer: Enter your Tax ID No.

Comment: Enter a descriptive comment about the Tax Template. This will be displayed in the Tax Templates 'Paste
Special' list and therefore should be understandable enough to help you choose the correct one. 

Matrix:

Use the matrix to list the taxes that are to be applied to each transaction.

Code: Use 'Paste Special' to insert a Tax Code from the Tax Codes setting into this feld. The respective details for this
tax code will automatically be inserted into the Excl.% and Comment felds. 

Base: Use 'Paste Special' to decide if tax should be calculated by applying the percentage to the net price (i.e. the
price excluding all taxes) or to the price including all previously calculated taxes.

Closed: Check the Closed check box if you won't use the Tax Template anymore. It will not appear in 'Paste Special'
lists anymore. If you want to open it again simply untick the Closed check box.

After you have fnished editing the Tax Template, select the 'Save' button and close the window.

Reports

To run a report in the General Ledger module, change to that module and select the Reports icon in the Navigation Center.
Choose the report that you need from the list of reports. A report specifcation window will open where you can choose the
specifcations for the report. Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Account Reconciliation

The report is a list of Transaction rows (i.e. individual Account postings) for the report period in date order, showing for each
the Account, Transaction Number and Date, Amount and whether it has been reconciled.
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Period: The report will list Transaction rows entered during the period that you specify here. The frst period inserted in
the reporting period setting will be displayed by default but you can change it according to your needs.

 Account: If you specify an Account here, the report will list the Transaction rows that post to that Account.. You can
also specify a range of Accounts separated by a colon (:). Usually, you would specify your Bank Account(s). If you
leave this feld empty, all accounts will be taken into consideration.

 Reconciled: Tick this box to include reconciled Transaction rows in the report.

Unreconciled: Tick this box to include unreconciled Transaction rows in the report. 

You must tick at least one of the Reconciled and Unreconciled boxes or the report will be blank.

Press 'Run' to produce the report.
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Balance Sheet

The Balance Sheet shows the assets, liabilities and capital of the company at a given point in time. You can use the Balance
Sheet defnition (template) supplied with Standard Accounts, or you can defne your own, possibly editing the standard
defnition to suit your needs. For details about how to set up your own report defnition, please refer to the description of the
Report Setting in the General Ledger module.

Period: Enter a period for the report. The frst period in the Reporting Periods setting will be offered as a default but you
can change if need be.

Header: Specify a title for the report here.

Accounts: Use these options to choose how you want the Accounts to be printed in the report.
All: This option will list all the Accounts that have been included in the Balance Sheet defnition. 
With Balance: This option will only list Accounts that have an opening balance and/or a closing balance. An Account 
with no opening balance that has been used in the period in such a way that it also has no closing balance will not be
shown in the report. If you want such an Account to be included in the report, use the Used Only option.
Used only: This option will only list Accounts that have been used. This includes Accounts that have balances 
brought forward from a previous period that have not been used during the report period. This option is similar to 
With Balance above, with the exception that it also includes Accounts with no opening balances that have been used
during the period in such a way that they also have no closing balances.

Notation: Select the printing format for the values in the Balance Sheet.
Exact: Shows the exact numbers
No Decimals: Rounds the balances up or down to the nearest whole number.
Thousands, Millions: Divide the balances by 1,000 or 1,000,000.

Comparison: Choose to display the Net Change in each Account balance or to compare the Account balances at the
end of the repot period with same period the previous Year. You can also choose to display no comparison.

When you select 'Run', the Balance Sheet will be printed as you have specifed.
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Chart of Accounts

This report prints a list of your Chart of Accounts i.e. it lists the Accounts entered in the Account register.

Account: Enter an Account Number or a range of Account Numbers separated by a colon (:) here if you would like
specifc Accounts to be displayed in the report. Use 'Paste Special' to choose them from the list. If you leave the feld
empty all Accounts will be listed in the report.

Chart of Accounts: This option prints a list of the Accounts in the Account register, in Account Number order. It shows
the Account Number and Name, Tax Code and Type.

Chart of Accounts with Report defnitions: This option adds an extra column to the report showing any Report
Defnitions that each Account appears in.

Press the 'Run' button to produce the report.
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This example shows a Chart of Accounts report with Report defnitions. In the Defs column you can see the entry B1020 in
the frst row. B means Balance Sheet and 1020 stand for the line in the report defnition where this account is used. P is
used for the Proft & Loss report.

Correction List

This report lists the corrections and updates made to Transactions from a specifed period. These are corrections that you
have made using the 'Correction Mark' and 'Update Mark' options on the Operations menu of the Transaction record
window. These options are described in the 'Correcting Transactions' section earlier in this manual.

Period: Enter the report period: the report will list corrections and updates made to Transactions whose Transaction
Date falls in this period. It may therefore include corrections and updates made later than this period. The frst row of
the Reporting Periods setting will be used as a default value but you can change it according to your needs. 
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Account: Specify an Account Number if you need to see a list of corrections made to postings to that Account. You can
also specify a range of Account Numbers separated by a colon (:).

From Reg. Date: Enter a date to list updates and corrections made on or after that date.

All Transactions: By default, this report only lists Transactions that have been corrected or updated. It shows the
Transaction Number, the Transaction Date, the action (i.e. correction or update) and date of the action. If you
check this box, every Transaction, including those that have not been updated or corrected, will be listed in the
report, together with their registration dates. You might use this option to gain an impression of the proportion of
Transactions that have been changed, or to get an idea of how long it takes for updates and corrections to be
made.

Select 'Run' to produce the Correction List report.

General Ledger

The General Ledger Report is an important part of the fnal accounts of a business. It is a list of every Transaction row (i.e.
every Account posting), classifed by Account and listed in the order in which they were entered. 
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Period: Specify a period for the report. The frst row of the Reporting Periods setting will be the default value but you can
change it by entering a new period manually or using 'Paste Special'.

Accounts: Specify an Account Number here if you need to list the postings to that Account during the report period.
You can also enter a range of Account numbers separated by a colon (:). Use 'Paste Special' to choose the
Account(s). If you leave this feld blank all Accounts will be included in the report (subject to the Used Accounts Only
option below).

Only with Text: Enter a search string in this feld to list Transaction rows with certain Descriptions. 

Tax Code: Enter a Tax Code here to display Transaction rows with a specifc Tax Code. If you leave this feld blank all
Tax Codes will be taken into account. 

Sorting: You can decide if you want to sort the transactions by date and type or you can sort them by order of entry. 

Long Lines: Three options are available for dealing with long descriptions. If you use a landscape Page Setup and/or 
reduce the page magnifcation, the space available for long descriptions (i.e. the width of the Text column) will be 
increased.
Don't Break: The full length of the description will be printed on one line. If it interferes with fgures in the next column,
these will be moved to the next line.
Break: The full length of the description will be printed, spread over several lines if necessary.
Cut: The fnal characters of the description will not be printed, so that it fts onto a single line in the allocated column.

You can also choose the following options:

Used Accounts Only: Check this box to exclude Accounts that were not used during the report period. Accounts not
used but with a balance brought forward will be shown.

With Corrections: Check this box if you want all corrections in the Transactions to be shown.

Subtotal Tax Codes: Check this box if you want the total debit and credit amounts for each Tax Code to be shown at
the end of the report.

List Transaction No.: With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of all Transactions that fall within the reporting
period, together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the bottom of the report.

Balances only: Use this option if you only need to show a balance for each Account, instead of having every
Transaction row listed.

Show zeroes instead of blank strings: If a number for the report would come up as empty it will by default just be left
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blank. Use this option if you prefer to see zeroes displayed instead.

Select the 'Run' button to produce the report.

Proft & Loss

The Proft and Loss report summarizes the income and expenditure (and therefore the operating proft or loss) of the
business during the specifed period. It shows the sales turnover achieved by your company, the total cost of sales and thus
the gross proft, and the total overheads and thus the net proft of your business. The result shown in the Proft & Loss report
should agree with (‘balance’) the result in a Balance Sheet produced for the same period.

You can either use the default Proft & Loss report defnition contained in your Standard Accounts Base Package or you can
defne your own report. The content of the Proft & Loss report is defned in the same way as the Balance Sheet. Please refer
to the section describing the Report Setting in the General Ledger above for full details. 
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Period: Enter a period for the report. The frst period entered in the Reporting Periods setting will be inserted by default.
You can change it if need be.  

Header: Enter your own title for the report.

Accounts: S e l e c t w h i c h A c c o u n t s s h o u l d b e i n c l u d e d t h e r e p o r t .
Al l : This option will list all the Accounts that have been included in the Proft & Loss report defnitions.
Used only: When you use this option together with the Accumulated Comparison, the report will only show Accounts
that have been used. When you use this option together with the Previous Year or Previous Result Comparisons, the
report will show Accounts that have a closing balance at the end of the report period or the same period last year.

Notation: Use these options to control the presentation of amounts in the report.
Exact: Shows the balances as stored in the Transactions.
No Decimals: Rounds the balances up or down to the nearest whole number.
Thousands, Millions: Divide the balances by 1,000 or 1,000,000.

Comparison: Select an option for the comparison column in the report. 
Accumulated: This option compares the report period with the Year To Date. 
Previous Year: This compares the report period with the same period last year, and shows the difference between 
the two periods as an absolute fgure.
Previous Result: This compares the report period with the same period last year, but does not show the difference 
between the two periods. 

Select 'Run' to produce the report.

Tax Listing

This report lists the transactions used to calculate the fgures in the Tax Return (produced using the Tax Report). For
each transaction, the total including and excluding Tax, the Tax total and the overall Tax percentage are shown.

This report is compiled from the Sub System records (e.g. Invoices, Payables) that are liable for Tax.
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Period: The frst period entered in the Reporting Periods setting is inserted by default. You can change it if need be. Only
data from the chosen period will be taken into account. 

Specify: You can specify if you would like Invoices, Payables, and General Ledger Transactions in any combination to be
included in the report. Simply tick the options you would like to see in the report. If you don't tick of these options,
the report will be left blank. For each section, the list of transactions will be followed by a list of Tax Codes used
by those transactions, together with totals.

Select: You can also decide whether you would like to see all transactions or only those transactions without tax in
the report. 

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Tax Report

Whenever a Tax Return is due you should print a Tax Report. The report will act both as a transaction document for the
ledger and as the basis for payment.

The report summarizes the Input and Output Tax Accounts for the specifed period, and also shows the total Inputs
(purchases) and Outputs (sales). A positive total indicates that you are liable for Tax, a negative one signifes that you are
owed money by the Tax authority.

Once you have printed a Tax Return for a given period, it is recommended that you enter a Transaction in the Transaction
register transferring the Tax amount payable/receivable into the Tax Payments Account. This Transaction would debit the
Tax Outputs Payable Account and credit the Tax Inputs Receivable Account, with a balancing posting to the Tax Payments
Account. This Transaction must be entered within the period it concerns, preferably as the last Transaction of the period.
The amount payable/receivable can then be transferred to your bank account with a further Transaction when payment is
made/received.

You can either use the default Tax report defned in your Standard Accounts Base Package or you can defne your own
report using the Report Setting in the General Ledger. Please refer to the description of that setting above for full details.

Period: The frst period entered in the Reporting Periods setting will be inserted by default. You can change it if need be.
Only transactions from the chosen period will be taken into account. 

List Transactions:If you select this option, the Transaction Numbers of all Transactions that fall within the reporting
period, together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the end of the report.

No Header: Select this option if you want the report to be printed without a header.

Select 'Run' to produce the report.
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Transaction Journal

The Transaction Journal (also called Daily Transaction Ledger) is a summary of all the entries made in the General Ledger.
You cannot change the defnition of this report.

Transactions: If you only want to print a certain range of Transactions, you can select this range using the
Transactions feld. Enter the frst and the last Transaction Number, separated by a colon (:). If you leave the feld
blank, all records in the Transaction register from the selected period will be printed.

The Transaction Number must include the prefx as shown in the ‘Transactions: Browse’ window. To print a
Transaction that was entered directly to the Nominal Ledger, enter, for example, “2015.3” or, for a range,
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“2015.3:2015.10”. To print a Transaction that was created from a Sub System, enter, for example,
“S/INV.150003” or “S/INV.150003:S/INV.150010” for a range. 

Period: The frst period entered in the Reporting Periods setting will be inserted by default. You can change it if need be.
Only Transactions from the chosen period will be included in the report. 

Only Tax Code: You can limit the report to Transactions that include postings with a particular Tax Code by specifying
this Tax Code here.

Report Header: Specify the report title here. If you do not specify a title, 'Transaction Journal' will be used.

Fwd Turnover: If you enter an amount in this feld, it will be added to the total turnover at the bottom of the report.

Sorting: You can decide to sort the report either by transaction number or by transaction number.

List Transactions: With this box ticked, each Transaction used by the report, together with debit and credit totals,
will be listed at the bottom of the report. If the scope of the report has been restricted using any of the felds
above, only those Transactions included in the report will be listed.

List Accounts: With this box ticked, each Account used by the Transactions in the report, together with debit and credit
totals, will be listed at the bottom of the report. If the scope of the report has been restricted using any of the felds
above, only those Accounts affected by the Transactions shown will be listed.

List Tax Codes: With this box ticked, each Tax Code used by the Transactions in the report, together with debit and
credit totals, will be listed at the bottom of the report. If the scope of the report has been restricted using any of the
felds above, only those Tax Codes affected by the Transactions shown will be listed.

Don't print Transaction Prefx: Transaction Numbers are usually printed in the report together with their prefxes as
shown in the 'Transactions: Browse' window. Transactions entered directly to the General Ledger, for example,
are printed as "2015.3" while those created from a Sub System are printed as, for example, "S/INV.150003". If
you do not want these prefxes to be printed in the report (i.e. in the examples, to omit "2015." and "S/INV."), tick
this box.

Trial Balance

The Trial Balance is a report showing all individual Account balances. It is mostly used for reconciliation. You cannot alter the
defnition of the Trial Balance report, but you can specify which Transactions are to be included.
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Period: The frst period entered in the Reporting Periods setting will be inserted by default. You can change it if need be.
Only data from the chosen period will be taken into account. 

Account:  Specify an Account Number here if you need to see its balance at the end of the report period. You can also
enter a range of Account numbers separated by a colon (:). If you leave this feld blank the balances of all Accounts
will be listed in the report, subject to the Used Accounts only option below.

Tax Code: You can also specify a Tax Code if you need the balances in the report to be calculated from Transaction
rows (i.e. Account postings) with that Tax Code. If you leave the feld blank all Tax Codes will be considered.

Used Accounts only: Tick this option if you only want Accounts that were used during the report period to be included
in the report. 

List Transaction No.: With this box checked, the Transaction Numbers of all Transactions that fall within the reporting
period, together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the bottom of the report. All Transactions will be listed,
irrespective of any restrictions in the scope of the report specifed in the felds above.
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APPENDIX 

Terminology between diferent versions of English language

The language used in this material is American English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English
language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada Australia/New Zealand Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

P r o f t a n d L o s s
Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Proft or
Loss

Statement of Proft or
Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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